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NEED ENGRAVING?

ogs
rill
n.

HE NEW
CITY TOURIST TRAFFIC THREATENED

Habitat stamps? Wedding
invite
tions? Ledger sheets? Poste
paper?
Personal
stationery^
We're as near as your phone. Cal.
470, "The printing number.'

Volume Eighteen
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The brightest news of this
dreary weather is that Joe Bennett, Sr., is doing nicely
in
Memphis where he underwen
t
an operation recently. Mr.
Bennett's condition has been
the
source of much concern to all
of
us and that he is improvin
g is
gratifying news.
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— The Farm and Home Pa
per of the Ken-Tenn
Territory

Lion's Club Minstrel
Promises Fine Show
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March of Dimes
Falls Short

LOCAL LEADERS
TO ATTEND MEET
IN HOPKINSVILLE

7%,

Although'
' the March of Dimes
campaign ended on January
31,
there is a still a few hund
red
dollars lacking to make
the
quota set for this county. If
polio
were to strike in your famil
y, Change of
Date With
'there would be no questions
asked about your contributions
. . . Sturgis Fair Sought
why not accept their help ..
. if
A meeting in Hopkinsville on
:you must . . with a full
heart Sunday,
February 6, may change
and send in your contributi
on if the prop
osed date of the West
you have not already done
so.
The benefit basketball game Kentucky-Tennessee Fair Asheld Tuesday night netted only sociation Foad Homra, president
$35 here, while a similar game of the Young Men's Business Association told the News
in the lower end of the coun
Thursty day. The
change of date would
netted $145. There will be
no b.e to enabl
e the local fair to be
discrimination in the servi
ce held at the
time of the "horse
from the State headquarters
if show circu
it," affording a widyou are stricken, so give today!
er range of entries in the
horse
shew tentatively scheduled
to be
held during the county fair
in
the fall.

Number Five

Clinton-Moscow Road Plans
Would Take Million Dollars
In Revenue From Merchants

If by some strange coincidenc
e you have not made plans
to attend the Lion's Club minis
trel to be staged at the Fulto
n High
School for two nights, February
And then its sad news
7 and 8, you'd better revise
to plans
your
hear that the Elvis Myricks
immedately for this year's show
are
is the most scintillating,
star-studded, rhythmic extra
leaving town on March 1
va •
• to •
eanza of -local talent this town
make their future home in
PaThe NEWS, always an enthusiast
son. legal or otherwise.
ducah. The Mvricks will -be I has ever seen.
ic booster of anything
From start to finish the songs
greatly missed in business
that will bring benefits to
In a sneak preview of the
and
Fulto
n
and Fulton County,
are new and gay. The chor
show
.social circles of Fulton. and
us
has reported in recent issues that
it News on Wednesday night the is harmonio
a large-scale State road
Ls a good wish and much
us,
with
sat
in
some
the
bleac
slow
hers
of the
sucprogram is scheduled for this
Carr Institute Auditorium and songs and jivvy ones, too. Did
cess that we wish them.
year. Prior reports indicated
viewed practice sessions of the you know that dignified Clifford
to us that two of our principal
arteries of conunerce, the
Shiel
ds
has the richest, baritone
There's a bright ring to the songs. dances and speeial acts
Middle Road and the Fulton-M
etropolis road,, were to be
that are sure to make your feet voice in anybody's chorus with
metronome at Soeth
Fulton
-given first priority this year
such croony tones that woul
School
since Mrs.
in the Couney black-topping
d
Thomas keep up a steady petepat during
Stokes joiped the music teach the whole performance. Its in- make ole man Sinatra take a
schedule.
back
row?
The
credible that such hidden talent
ing steff Mrs, Stokes is a grad
minstrel is sureWc now learn (from relia
uble sources close to Fran
could be diseovered in the roster ly to be the big spot if 1949's
ate of •the music department
kof
fort) that road-improve
Murray State College end a wet: of this civic group. For instance, entertainment and the only way
ment yrograni has teen
set up
Planning to attend the meet
tzike Charles Gregory. That sil- to describe its superiority is to
in
come addition to the staff.
this order:
ing in Hopkinsville this Sund ver-haired
popular insurancel say that its "strictly uptown"
ay
1. Middle Road
doing
s.
and
to
agent
"swa
is
p"
the
gayest, dancingest
fair dates with
We are indebted to
Attornoi singinest "nigg
2.
Adde
Clinton-Moscow-Union City
d
Sturg
to
this
is,
Ky.
year'
are
s
even
Bob White, Barer" that ever lut ;
t is
Jennings Kearby. for the splen
road
a seven -piece orchestra
ney Speight and Russ Ande
3. Fulton-Metropolis
that
did souvernir edition of the the legtimate stage for any rea- I
rson
.
road
puts the fringe on the superbly
it
was
Mack
learn
ed
Burr
that
ow,
Washington Post he sent
Sturgis is
commercial
We endorse the first
us.
embroidered cast. The songs are teacher and girl's
without reservation. This
The paper depicts hundieds of
basketball planning a county fair on August
road,
entirely within this count
given an added lift with
y, deserves immediate
the coach at the South Fulton High 1, but is not planning a horse
pictures and news articles of
the
attention.
soothing strains emitting from school lees been
According to our sources,
named principal show in connection with the
inaugdral activities. Since
black-topping will begin
the
the saxophones of Russell Pitch to fill the vaca
as soon
ncy occurred by event. The date of the Sturgis
paper is Paul's Washington Alas weather permits.
ford, Yewell Harrison and Jen- the resignation
activity coinicides with the
of
ma Mater, we vtrere doubly glad
regSlayden
nings Kearby. To say nothing
ular
circuit of horse shows in
of Douthitt, who has been princito get it.
We thoroughly disag
Ted Goodwin and his trombone pal for more than
ree that
a year. Bur- the late summer and if Fulton
.
the second project dese
That young Gregory boy really row has been a
can
rves preexch
ange dates with them,
memb
er
of
the
cede
nce ever the third.
We have seen proud grandgives with the notes on the school faculty since
it would afford a greater
The
attract
his return
pappies in our day but we
Fulton-Fulgham-Metropolis
Harry Bloodworth, veteran of trumpet and the um-t
beroad
um-tum of from Army service three years tion to horse-owners horses in
is one of the main trade
lieve that J. C. Wiggins at the
mon s o corn a
Dudley Meacham's drums do
the
tenta
ago.
tivel
arter
rior o is war sercece he
y scheduled horse
ies
a
for Fulton; the Clint
National Stores tzikes all records. cific area is the new commande
on-Moscowr complete job of stetter orches- was on the faculty of the Troy show of the local fair associaCayce road is a main
We were in to see him the day of the local post of the Vete
trade
rans tration. Paul Westpheling and High school. He received his tion.
artery for Union City.
his first grandchild was born, of Foreign Wars. Bloodwbr
Although
th, Mrs. Bradley Emerson take turns Bachelor of Science degree from
the latter road
The meeting will be held
in fact the youngster was a few who has acted as senior vice- about at the piano
contains moreat
. . . and as Murray State Teachers College. the Centr
Eilvis
Stahr, dean of the mileage in this county, it
al Hotel at two o'clock
hours old, and Me Wiggins was commander since the recent elec- for Mr. Emerson,
will
just wait til The new principal is married Sunday
and will be attended by University of Kentucky law col- mainly serve to divert the
telling us the remarkable shena- tions of the veterans group
and the father of two child
. suc- you see that boy in action.
luclege has been named
rativ
ren. other Kentucky cities to
e
touri
gins of that infant. Why just as ceeds H. P. Allen who resig
st
and
by Gov.
trucking trade
Of course, the entire cast will
discuss Earle
Slayden assumed his new
ned
C. Clements as a member treta
dut- matters pertaining to fair activ
soon as the hahy vats brought to become concessionaire at
eifering a by-pass
i- of a
the be in blackface except Mr. In- ies as principal of the Union City ties. The
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Const
High
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out of the delivery room he just American Legion Clublum;
local
way
onal
51.
comm
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Revision
terlocutor, Dr. R. V. Putnam. High school yesterday
e will ale.
Commission of seven lawy
morning. so make a study of
opened his eyes and was lookFulton naturally has
Gene Howard, wh) has been Doc is the man behin
ers
kleig light
d the or- Mrs. Douthitt and their three entertainm
a perrelatively high attainment of sonal
ing all around. Now we know junior vicecommandies steps
ent
in
interest in making
ganiz
conne
in
ation of the jokes and children will remain here
ction ethe
up
every
profession to make a stud effort to
until with county fairs.
that's true, but we know too, to the post vacated by
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keep the big tourist
y
s and dances too, and etle , living quarters can he foun
Mr.
el
of constitutionei iievisten
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busin
that the youngeter must have Bloodworth.
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andE
flowi
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the Tennessee town. Douthitt
I (Continued
through here_
' 111
reaceninerid to' the GederAl
4)
sensed that over-expansion of
- Prattically every refeiler
has been extremely popular
sembly desirable changes
Dischargeefrom the Army in
in
with
town
humanity in the room and was
benef
in
its
the
from
schoo
l patrons and students ait, most at'
present instrument.
them directly.
just looking around to see just January 1946, after three years'
like.
Fulto
Joining the faculty in Sepa personal interest n also has
who it was, his pappy or his service, 29 months
overseas.
tember 1947 he has been activ
in building
Bloodveorth was one of the first
e
omwentrotrade arter
grand-pappy.
not
only
ies, such pot
in progressive school
veterans to join the newly
polis road.
or; ent Constitution--even
work, but in civic matte
By Barbara Roberts
ganized group. Prior te Worl
amon_
rs as
d
I those who have felt a const 81 We urge all interested
Congratulatiens to Dr. S. G. War II
well. Before joining the
itu to act
parties
South News Reporter in South Fulton
there was no VFW post
I tional convention unnecessar
now and re uest
Dyer, formerly of this city who here.
Pointing out to an interested Fulton faculty he was principal
the Dey," i partment
About forty persons, including Gove
of
rnor
is now the operator of a I6-room,
of
the
Clem
Mayfi
ents
High
eld
said.
High school for faculty members
assemblage of 63 Rotarians and
I first things "first 7ways to put
and guests
12-bed hospital in Cadiz. Ky. Dr.
. Drop a lettheir guests that 85 percent of five yeare and altogether on the were in attendance
Stahr is the son of Judge and ter to Mr.
at a fareteaching staff of that school for
Bill Cue-lin,
Dyer was at one time connected Mrs. Gryrnes Named
the farm acreage of Kentucky
well party Wednesday compl
Mrs.
Elvis
J.
ant
is
Stah
r of Hickman
Engineer, Departme Assistiwith the Haws Hospital here. Wom
in corn, John Watts, Fulton coun- twelve years. He was formerly menting Slavden
nt of
an's Club Head
Douthitt who and was recently named as one Highwa,ys, Frankfort,
engaged in newspaper publi
Their many friends here wish
ty agent, stated that the curre
and
sh--; took over his new dutie
nt ing in Mayfield
s as of the ten most outstanding him know that we want the let
Sid, Dessie and their young son
Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, for farm improvement
and
was
at one principal of Hee Union City
Fulprogram cen- time
ton-Metropolis road
High young men in America.
many successful yeais to come. many years an outstanding mem- ters around raisi
connected with the Sym- Scho
ng more corn on sonia
ol 'Thursday morning. Mr.
soon as the middle improved as
, Ky.. school faculty.
ber of the Woman's Club was less acres.
road
is
fiDouthitt was presented with
•
nished.
a
Mrs. G. B. Butterwoeth,
"I believe her eyes vivre two of yesterday named by the Boar
who cash gift of $50 as a token of
d
the
Watts pointed out that where-a has been teaching commerci
the prettiest things I ever saw" of Directors of that group to fill
al faculty's appreciation of
his
E. C. Grisham said when called the unexpired term of president as in 1917, Kentucky produced subjects at the school on a part ,
100 million bushels of corn
about, the condition of his daugh- left vaeant by Mrs. L. N. Giffo
on time basis has joined the faculty
rd, 3800 acres
, the same volume was as a full time teacher. Mrs. Butter Betty Jane who has been who resigned -on January 8
Besides the faculty, others in
pe- produced
under the care of nerve special- cause of her planned resid
in 1948 on 2400 acres. terworth is well known and be- attendance at the party
An enthusiastic meeting of
ence From
were:
the
e state average of 23 bu- loved in local teaching circl
ists in Memphis for some time. in Washington. D.C.
Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Matthews, Illinois Central
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Service Club will
shels
havi
per
ng
"She opened her eyes for the
acre
Milto
10
been
years ago, the
n Hamilton. Obion, county be held next
a member of the
Mrs. Grmyes has sereed on
Frid
ay night Febfigure has been raised to 40 this Fulton school faculty for
first time in two weeks and the many special committees
many superintendent of schools, C. D. ruary 11, at the YMBC
of the past
clubyear; in Fulton county last years.
•encouragement we felt then is club and was at
Hillard, Obion County supervis- rooms in
one time presian
all-o
ut effort to
hard to explain."
on and Bob Fowlkes, member
Out-of-state tourists
dent of the Music Department. yea#, ten farmers averaged over
get new members for the
of
spent an
100 bushels per acre in the Corn Mrs.
club. estimated
Betty Jane 20, was seized with At the time of her elect
the school board.
Alf
$184,160,400 in KenPaul Westpheling publisher
ord
ion she Derb
to
Pre
sen
t
of tucky in 1948,
y.
an uncontrollable spell of hic- Was serving as secretary-treasur
the Fulton County News
accor
ding
Mack
to a
will statement
In Fulton county, corn is a Lecture at Woman's Clu
coughing two weeks ago and was er of that department.
issued toda
b Mr. DouthJeurrow, who succeeds be principal speaker fur the eveconfined to the Haws Hospital
Kentucky Departme y by the
A stereoptican lecture pre- as toast itt as principal acted ning.
The good wishes of the entire million-and-a-half dollar crop,
nt
of
High
maste
he emphasized.
r and Mrs. Kelly
here before she was removed to membership of the Woma
ways. The estimate
pared by the famous heraldist
n's
is based upJones presented him with the
Watts was the principal speak- and genea
Memphis. She is now in the Wal- Club go with Mrs. Grmy
a formula devis
Miss Charlotte Wiseman, local
logist Mabel Keech of gift. Othe
ed by the dees for a er at
r
talks
were made by: songstress will render
the Rbtary Club's annual Chicago will
lace Sanatarium in Memphis successful club year.
be presented at the Mrs. Roper
vocal so. partment's Division of Public
rural-urban luncheon at the Woma
Fields, representing los and Jack Austi
while her mother resides at 1438
n's Club Friday afternoon the grade
n will accom- Information last year. Total gass,
Rain
Mrs.
bow
Mansfield Mar- pany her. Little Miss
Norriswood to be at her bedside
Room Tuesday.
oline consumption
at three o'clock with Mrs. R.
Sidney
as repre
Dad's Night Planned
M. tin, representing the high schoo
The Fulton County farmers Alford in
daily.
l, Calliham will give a recitation ed by gasoline tax recei sentcharge of the program. Mrs. B. Matt
pts is
prese
hews
nt
who
keyed to tourist
at
the meeting were:
represent- and little Donny McKnight
For South Fulton P-TA
Mrs. Alford, who recently mov- ed
and
will trave
pleasure
the Parent-Teacher Associa- give an imita
W. H. Bondurant, Cecil Bur- ed back
l percentages
John Watts, county agent of
tion
of
to
a
Fulto
pitch
n
after
er
determined be'
an ab- tion, Mr. Hillard, Mr.
The next P.-T.A. meeting of nette. Roy Bard, E. M. Coff
Fulton County, who received the
Hamilton
iatabteasethbeallangtaimese.oHfe2 wbiilgl_sahlsoot traffic surveys on selec
man, sence of several years is well- and
ted typithe South Fulton school will be M. O. Champion. Jim
Mr. Fowlkes.
cal highways in
distinguished
a
itm
service
award
Dawes, informed on heraldry and genvario
e, sections
At the conclusion of the din- flagman going to woik
of the state.
from the national organization of Dad's night and Founders day Ernest Hancock, Avery Hancock. ' ealogy and will inter
.
spers
e the ner, enter
H. D Newton, J. E. Satte
county agents at the meeting February 10. A pot luck supper Harry Hancock
tainment was conductBilly Jolley lecture with bits from her
The 1948 figure
rfield
wide ed by Mesd
m inheld in Chicago, was honored by well he served in the Home Eco- Royce Jolley, J. R. Holland, Jr., knowledge of
ames Newton, Craft- and W. M. Kimball will furni
both
subje
sh crease of 13.8 per.
cts.
eer the
ton
the
and
having his photo on the front notnics room at 7:00 o'clock. The Estone Browder, Roy D. Taylor,
Miss
musi
1947
Gard
c
for the evening. Binner, members
Mrs. Alford will be assisted in
total of $161,""5
2.
of the faculty.
cover of the Kentucky Farm Bu- state vice president and county Robert Thompson, Billy Owens, her lecture by
go will be played after the enThe report indir
Mrs. J. E. Fall,
-t outtertainment. Refreshments
reau News this month. Mighty officers have been invited. All Harry Reaves, Horace Reams, Sr.
of state pleasure
will
t•
Charles Reams, Leon Rice, Paul
rned
be served and a large crow
good picture of John and we are perents are urged to attend.
HONESTY
$3,707,688 ip gasol.All members of the art ded
is
*
Williams, Reginald Williamson, en.
urged to attend.
certainly proud of him.
road fund in 194F
.to the
: t ment. u nder whose aus ices
Do you work, be honest,
Thou c',alt IOW thy neighbour Tubb Yates, Alpo Hicks
P
ts an
keep
increase of more e•The entertainrreent will be
, and the program will be conducted, your word
m a million
free
, help when you can, and
as thyself.—Matthew 19:19.
Carl Pirtle.
Listen to the Fulton Comthe public is invited to at- dollars over 1947
are urged to attend the meeting
be
faire
—J.
P.
the
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— - ------an.
total
munity News cast each
- —
tend.
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2,632. Despite
Saturday at 7:45 a. m. over
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efWENK, Union City, Perfective last April
whlin the twohaps news about
cent rural road
YOU
tax
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effrom our columns will be
fective. Kentucky's
Next week is Boy Scout Week W. L. Holland of the Fulto
gasoline conn tear scouting and have no can- son Tripp
heard over the air on the
• TrIre,'" 4^
, Sidney Rose, Happy natio
Felton and the Nation. In Schools, the Boy Scouts will
1948 showed an inn's capital. On Tuesday crease
be t nection with the stupendous cite Hogan,
Fulton Community Newsof 57,845,658 gallo
Charles Looney, James (Fele
Vulton as in every town in dismiesed from their classes
ns over
for I cus to be staged in June.
8) the actual birthday, the the
cast.
Meacham T. K. Kramer, Jr.,
previous year. In
America the 39th Anniversary that day in order that an
entire membership will
elecrecom- gasoline used totaled 1948 the
Those who will solicit funds James Warren, Paul Boyd, Le- ; mit
of scouting will be observed tion might be held and subse
475,866,802
themselves to the Scout Oath gallons
WINS $50 PRIZE
'
with
while 1947 gasoline
appropriate
ceremonies quent offices taken over. The are: Maxwell McDade, chair- roy Cannon.
; or Promise at 8:15 p.m.
conMrs. Farris Kelly, 208 Carr and a drive for funds
in the sumed amounted to
Principal Boy Scouts of Fulton will take man: Harry Lee Bushart, Bob
.
Twelve
418,021,144
outstanding
•street, has been awarded a $50 emong
B o y 'four time zones.
gallons.
Fred Sawyer.
the activities is the art- over the administration of the White,
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s
Scouts, representing each of the
prize in a national contest spon- ministrati
Observed in every city
on of the city by the City of Fulton, while the Scouts Kasnow, Russell Pitchford, Rob- nation's Boy Scout Regio
kind
gored by the Cat's Paw Rubber Boy Scout
ns, will tewn
s of Fulton,on Tuesday of South Fulton will take over hert Burrow, Clifford Shields, represent
and most villages
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s
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ts and leaders in ceremonthe nation
city officials
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tes Pigue, Frank Beadles, Wil- ies
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at Washington, D. C.. and and its territories by 70,000 un.The Forrester Shoe Shop, from men are urged
liam Scott, Bob Binford, Gene New
its. the celebration is the
to make a list of
On
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the morning of February 9 Willi
City during Boy Scout
Mrs. M. N. Burrow,
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est birthday
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peeves of their constit- a group of busi
McDade, Week, opening Sunday,
observance
nessmen will in- Joe Hall Joe Davis
of Obion County teacher, has
has been awarded $10 from the uents
Feb. 6,
and placeethem before the vade the city
, Will Holman, and closing on Feb.
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oyed to take over the been
to raise funds for Fenest Fall,
rubber company as a reward for hoys.
12, Lincoln's ; Adventure . . .
Jr., Bill Browning, Birthday.
It will be a ideal way to the operation
that's scouting. of Mrs.
duties
of
Maurine
their part in supplying a win- dispose
next
year's Milton Exum, Happy
Give when you are called
of weighty problems. scouting activities
Edwards,
upon lar librarian of Grisham, reguBoy Scout Week will mark thei
mer.
here. The Carter Olive, R. E.
the
and
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h
Through the courtesy of Supt. fund
the
benefits or good schoo
Fulton
Sanford, Le- 39th anniversary
s to be raised are for reg- on Brow
l, who is attending the
of the incor- I clean boyhood
der, Oscar Johnson, Nel- poration
bedfor tomorrow's side of
of the movement at the ! finest manh
her daughter in a hospi
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BURROW IS NAMED
'NEW PRINCIPAL AT
SOUTH FULTON HI

TAKES OVER
POST OF VFW

.61

Let, us print your personal cards
,
busines* forms, envelopes,
placards, cflOculars or programs
. We
have 4 presses and over 200 style
s
of type.

Fulton, Kentucky; Friday, Feb
ruary 4, 1949
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PROMPT SERVICE!

ELVIS STAHR GETS
APPOINTMENT TO
REVISE STATUTES

ROTARY HOSTS TO
25 FARM LEADERS

DOUTHITT HONORED
i nsydefeveetrsytonnethereperoegs:litthse
AT FAREWELL PARTY ntz"epsrasectra

IC SERVICE CLUB
PLANS BIG MEET

Boy Scout Week Starts Sunday; Fund Drive Planned; Boys
To Govern City Council

184 MILLION SPENT
BY
yEATOURISTS LAST
R, REPORT SAYS

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcfeatlers

EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
DBITUARIFS, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates sperified by advertising department.
Sobocription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere $2.50 a year.
Entered as second class rnatter June 28, 1933 at the post office at
Ea1ton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

The publishers of the News are privileged to print
herewith, verbatim, two letters of utmost interest to
every rnan, woman and child in the State of Kentucky.
Especially are they of great concern to our children,
for to them it is a ray of hope that their education here v
may be comparable to that received by children in more
prosperous States.
We feel a sincere gratification in the state.ment by
Virgil Chapman concerning legislation that would give
federal aid to education in that it will be passed "without

It may occur to you at this writing how we can be
enthusiastically
in favor of federal aid to education
so
and yet so bitterly opposed to the- National Health Insurance plan as proposed by President Truman. Its very
simple.
Funds granted by the Federal Government to aid education would be expended by the various States as stipulated by the constitutions and laws of the respective
States. There would be no compulsion as to the school a
student should attend, or even the type of education he
should pursue. The student would remain a free agent,
remaining illiterate if he so desires. But the IMPORTANT
thing is that we have to have schools, good schools, good
teachers, not home-tutors or one-room affairs. As long
as citizens are given a sound education therein lies the
basis for a sound America. With modern adherence to the
three R's and development of the senses to free thinking
we need have no fear about the future of this great country.
But with the trend in education of low salaries for high
qualifications we see a disintegration of the educational
system in America. §ince this is a problem of national importance, then it is the duty of a national body to come
to the assistance of this important field.
With regard to the National Health Insurance plan,
things are different. Payroll deductions for medical aid
would be compulsory. It would mean then that your medical care would be received trom a doctor designated by
the government. There would hardly be any other choice,
since most everybody pays at the source of their income.
It is only natural then that tne wage-earner should go to
the doctor named by the governrnent. Then you might say,
"I don't have to go to the doctor that receives his pay
Trom the government" . . . . where would many others be
found . . . they've got to eat you know. Such would be
the result of politicians taking over medical care. With
millions of people paying tor medical care and thinking
that they would be getting something for nothing, they
would in reality ue ge.ting nothing for something.
Having wonted tor Uncle Sam, wnich was good duty,
we cannot help but nave visions of what medical care under government supervisions would be like.
For example. my apputtaix nteus outs. We'll ger to
the doctor said auvise nim oi sante. Oa, says he, nefa—a.is
form Al7b5- hev. ia49,fill out all six copies and send thlin
to Section B, Department of Appendices and Appendages,
'Louisville, Ky.

"Well, does it write?"

Congressional Leaders To Help Schools
United States Senate
January 26. 1949
Mr. W. L. Holland, Supt.
Fulton City Schools,
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Holland:
I ar..,preciate your telegram
about the need for federal
aid to education. During the
80th Congress, as you know,
I supported strongly and spoke
in favo- of the federal education bill that passed the Senate. Also, I resorted to the
most drastic means known to
parliamentary procedure
to
force that bill to a vote in the
House of Representatives by
signing a petition to discharge
the Committee an Education
and Labor from consideration
of the proposal. That was the
i'L-st discharge petition I had
signed since I became a member of Congress on March 4,
1925. I believe the bill would
have received a large majority in the House if we had
been permitted to vote on it.
In the 81st Congress, this
time as a member of the United States Senate, I have renewed my efforts in behalf of
adequate federal aid to education by introducing S. 133, a
111 Rractically like the measure which passed the Senate
,last year and on which the
members of the House were
not permitted to vote.
I am advocating this type of
bill because it would provide
badly needed financial aid to
the c's-ates to be expended under the constitutions and laws
of the respective States with".ny danger of either federal control or government
monopoly in education. Such
a bill is based on sound principles and ought to become a
law. I shall do everything
within my power to have it
enacted by the 8Ist Congress.
With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,
VIRGIL M. CHAPMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Das-id Sundwick
and little daughter, Marda have
moved from the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens on the Mayfield Highway
to their new home at 407 College street.
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell
1teve returned to Murray Colihe after spending the midsemester vacation with he; parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Evans.

ln two weeas you will receive a card signitying that
your application has been received and is being given

Congress of the United States
Washington, D. C.
January 24, 1949
Mr. W. L. Holland, Supt. Fulton City Schools,
Fulton, Kentucky,
Dear Friend:
I have and appreciate your
telegram with reference to the
proposed Federal Airl to Education legislation.
As you doubtless know, I
have long been interested in
this type of legislation and regret that Congress has
not
seen fit to enact it before this
time. As you know, the bill
was passed by the Senate last
year but the Republican leadership of the House declined
to let it come to the floor for
a vote.
I am inclined to think -that
there will be no doubt about
its passage in the 81st Congress for I know that the
President looks with favor on
the legislation as is the case
with the majority of the
Democratic leaders. I shall
of course support this legislation enthusiastically.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
NOBLE J. GREGORY
Mrs. J. T. Robey who has been
quite ill is improving at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Frank Brady on Eddings street.

ln three weeks you will be notified that your applica-

FULTON, HY.

FREE BECORATOR
CONSULTANT SERVILE

January 31, 1949

wedding. Having secured all these things and mailed to
the prorr department you wait a few weeks and then
your application may or may not come through in time,
depending on the government holidays involved.

THE BUDGET SHOP
204 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

COLEMAN SERV. STA.
Dukedom
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Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

New Songs!

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton

New Laughs!

FULTON HIGH SCHOOL

Highway.

IIIHN DEERE DEALER to ENTERTAIN
MMUS and THEIR FAMILIES

•

PILOT OAK
(Left over from last week)

Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and
boys were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Lowry, Sunday. Mr. and Airs. B. G. Lowry
and Jimmie Allen visited with
them in the afternoon.
Lee Olive is on the sick list.

Pause Nos
To Plaj

SuiarPluaree
Billie Burke and Don Wilson, popular movie and radio
stars, head the all-Hollj wood
cast in "The Sugar Plum
Tree, feature picture to be
shown in the Orphetim Theatre, Feb. 16th. The movie
headlines the free John Deere
Day entertainment and edu
cational program for farmers
and their families which is
being sponsored by Williams
lIardware Co.

gift. You'll get a kick out of
sober, bookish C. St. John
'mit on the farm, as played
hy Kirby Grant. Pretty Linda
Johnson plays Matilda Thorne
the other "greenhorn" on the
farm. Lee "Lasses" White • till
give you many a chuckle as
the eccentric hired man. "The
s'agas Elam Tree" will prove
Grade "A" entertainment for
the entire family.

Farm Alachinery . . "Greener
sres • — an educational
iull-color picture on pasture
1:re and renovation . . . .
Gal-fflans of the Harvest"—
a full-color film of combines
in action in various crops
throughout the country .. and
"Gateway to Bigger Feeding
Prolits"—a mov ie that every
fectler and dairyman will
-ant to see.

In addition to "The Sugar
Plum Tree," several other
new all-talking pictures will
be shown. They include "Early Does It"—a snaPPY picture
with tips on timely care of

Any farmer who has not received his tickets or needs
more can get them free at the
store before the day of the
show.

Wednesday, Feb. 16 at the Orpheum Theatre, Fulton
2 Performances: 9:30 a.m.: 1:30 p.m. FREE ADMISSION

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY
207 East Fourth St.

Street

C

Phone 68

FEBRUARY 7 & 8
ARE THE DATES

the world's daily newspaper—

tIrr

highway

JUST WAIT!

There will be a cottage prayer meeting at the home of Mc.
and Mrs. Tom Lathom Thurs-

"The Sugar Plum Tree" is
a rollicking comedy about two
young people who have never
been on a farm, and what they
do when they receive one as a

If it does, then fine, you can talk of your operation,
if It doesn't your family and friends will rlemark at your
bower that the Fulton County News warned you, and
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Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing procese.

starring BILLIE BURKE and DON WILSON,
is feature pEcture in BIG J01411 DEERE DAV SHOW

of either of these vital statistics you must write to the
courthouse of your birthplace and to the church of your

C

FULTON PAINT
AND GLASS CO.

Save 20 to 50 Percent
Sale To Continue Through

a copY of your marriage license. If you do not have copies

humane and other phases of the plan.

ST.

See our line and check our
prices on:
Plate Glass
Auto Glass
Window Glass
Mirrors
Paint
Venetian Blinds
Aluminum-framed Window
Screens
Wallpaper
Wallpaper Canvas
Decorating and
Cleaning Supplies

Children's Winter Clothing

please to attach a copy of birth certificate and if married

The above is only a minor aspect of this very serious
business of government medicine. From time to time we
will tell you of the influences on the religious, medical

JEWELER
.1 11 NI

''Gather all around readers 1
hear, The story about a famot
(To the tune of Cayce .1
The opening verse may be
ballad made famous by Cayce, K
John Luther, "Cayce" Jones, bu
tions of his grandson, sparked I
porwill" of his grandfather's len
tle are realized, a whole new s
to be written:. •
Charles
3' Jones, Jr., is
in mention nd he is a •memb•
own Illinois Central family. St
Mrs. Charles Jones of Jacksc
yuung man is a dead -ringer 1
grandfather. Not only does he
resemblance to the hero of the
imagine that if we 'could talk to
of the million legends, he woi
boy sure took after his grand
Railroading is a serious
Charles. Its a profession with
love for adventure 'and precisi
Ordinarily shy when in a g
beams with interest when ra
locomotives or anything in th
mentioned; then he takes over f
getting any inhibitions he mz
crovvds. So pronounced is. hi:
roaring engines, that his •wifc
remark, "there's no blood in hi
railroads."
But what manner of man
Jones, whose own father was a
san_of_the famous man v.•ht
by Vice-president Alben Barklt
being" and loved and respect
knew him. Charles does not 1
fleeted glory of his grandfather
months after he know the chai
later became his wife that she
Cayce Jones was his grandfs
revelation•- was made quite I
seems that v•hile they were t
. occasion she was humming th
song that is ranked as an A
"That song's about my grandf
It was hard for her to believe '
His reticience in making h
known has had its embarrassi
It seems that recently tl
calling in the home of one
friends. On arrival they found
house in a great state of hilai
revealed that her amusement v
article she had just read about
widow of the famous engineer
hostess said, was concerned
beverage tastes of the widow
seemed to get a big bang out
an old lady could do such a th
Joists wic, was beset with em
her hOsband and the hostess,
C'tarles who said, "that's rt-r
His good humor smoothed ovi
eident but it was •pritty toug
for a -moment.
Charles attended the St. 1
School in Jackson and at one
of a girl's soft-ball team in tt

210 Church Street
Phone 909

tion tailed to inuicate your place'of employment and

So help us, if you don't believe the above remarks,
ask any veteran who has tried to get a claim through the
Veterans Administration.

R. M. KIRKLAND

Silhou

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

SALE

proper handling.

just in memory of our warning we will give you the finest
last words your cold corpse can read.

EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
cliCKTEOUS SERVIcE

STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

William Odell Henson, Jr., is
suffering from a severe cold.
A large crowd attencled the
funeral of Leonard Harrison at
Palestine Sunday afternoon. Mr.
Harrison died Saturday from a
heart attack. He leaves his wife
and one daughter, Lela Mae.
two sons, Jeff, with whom he
lived and Robert Harrison of
near Mayfield: three grandchilthen and a host of fci.rvi,:.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Carl'aril
and family of Trenton were the
weekend guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Fulcher.
Rev. and Airs. Earl Baird cf
Cayce, Air. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom were soloPer guests of
Air. and Mrs. Bud Fulcher
day evening. Later in the eveaing there veere 38 gatherei fur
ottage prayer meeting. Ilev.
Baird brought a very fine message.

Friday, February 4, 1949

WATCH
REPAIRING

Mrs.. Edgar Grissom

Fnendly Service

Federal Aid to Education vs Socialized Medicine

tation of thought is still a few centuries off, we hope.

day evening at 7:30. Everyone
invited to attend.
7,Tr. and Aers. Marshal DoughMr. and Mrs. 011ie McClain's
•
Mayfield were visitors in
•nie near Tiptonville
was
..:s communtty Sunday.
wiled on Monday. All escaped
:rit everything except what they
Eugene Bard, a student of
had on was burned. At the pre- ..':estern
College, Bowling Green
s-nt they are with Mr. McClain's
roommate,
Stanley
sister. Mrs. Julius Fulchor and and his
fannly on West State Line. - Crady of Jackson, Mich., have
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Et4ird of -eturned to school after spendCayce. Mr. and Mrs. Charley n^, the semester vacation w'th
Phillips:and sons, Chas
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P.ay
Robert, tvere supper guests of Bard, north of town.
111.. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Thursday evening.
Edna Hicks returned to school
the past week after an attack
4 appendicitis. She spent a few
days for treatment at the Fulton Hospital.

WEST STATE LINE

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westphelin2

any danger of either federal control or government-monopoly in education." Thank heavens for the vision expressed in the letters. This is still America, where regimen-

, Friday, February 4, 1949

Zone

Poor

Phone 169

Fulton

1A,k for it either way ...both
track -marks mean the same thing.
ROTTILD s..NDER AUTHORITY

FULTON COCA-001

Silhouettes 0/

(Left over from last week)
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and
boys were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Lowry, Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry
and Jimmie Allen visited with
them in the afternoon.
Lee Olive is on the sick list.

put it in this next weeks News.
B.N.W.
Dear B.M.W.
to
Yes, you will be called
work at both places about the
same time, but you will take
the job.at Mayfield. No she isn't
as sick as she thinks she is, I
am sure your thoughts are true.
Yes, you will marry again but
Dear Patricia;
not as long as you live where
I am a boy 15 years old and you are now. You will meet this
I have lost my billfold I would man after you go to work and
information. will marry him.
appreciate your
This is my first time to write I
enjoy reading your letters.
Dear Patricia,
R.F.B.
I read your advice and like
it a lot. I have been a widow for
Dear R.F.B.
around 3 years and my health
Your billfold is gone. My ad- is not good and I have a hard
vise is to get you another one time. Can you tell me if I will
as you won't find it. You are every make a change and will
lucky. There wasn't much in it. there every be ariyone to care
I see from your handwriting you for me? I am going with a man
are a lucky person. There is on- which I have gone with for aly one thing to keep you from round 2 years. Does he care for
getting the things in life that me?
M.L.
you want and that is if you don't
L.
M.
Dear
befor
them,
hard
enough
work
Yes, this person does care for
cause if you work hard enough
you think. You
for the things you want you you more than
will marry again and will be
shall have them.
happy. Your health isn't as bad
as you think, it is good for a
Dear hliss Latane,
woman of your age. Your hardI am writing you for advice. ships will soon be over. You
Will I get work in Mayfield or will take an unexpected trip.
Fulton soon? Is my mother sick This trip will help you in many
as she thinks she is, am I right ways. You will take this trip bein my thoughts about her. Will tween now and July 18, 1949.
I ever -marry any more? If so,
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
have I met the man yet. Please

hearts and flowers by

LENNOX

Patricia Latvia

we'" #nei

OIL AND COAL FURNACES
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Charles Brady Jones, Jr.
enthusiast of sports it was golfing that brought
him in touch with the lady who is now Mrs.
Jones. It seems that he was fond of playing
golf with the dean of Lambuth College, where
his future wife was a student. He asked a
mutual friend for an int.oduction and after
that his golf game becLnie very much improved ... the constant playing on the grounds
of the college. no doubt.
.As a...hobby Charles collects pipes. Ninetysix pipes of all kinds and makes occupy the
top shelf of his book-case in the living-room
of the e.. zy little home they purchased from
the L. A. Cliftons two years ago. Many of the
pipes are imported. He loves to read and his
book-shelves are filled with volumes of engineering manuals and some good fiction, too.
He is passionately fond of Chopin's Polanaise
and all of the v,:orks of the great composer.
He's tweedy and tall and good-natured
and tEe light of his life is his tittle four-year
old daughter, their only child.
There aren't many funny stories you can
tell on the quiet reserved Charles Jones. but
something that happened just recently in
connection with his love for sports is worthy
of mention. Much to the consternation of the
"little lady," Charles went out and bought full
hunting regalia in order to match his wits
with the winged web-foots of the marshes. To
the tune of $36 in apparel he ventured out to
the Kentucky Lake region in search of ducks.
After a hard day in the wilds he came home
with one lonely duck, which if sold at the
'price of the investment involved in its capture wiiuld have cost S18.00 a pound. Mrs.
jones. dutifully cooked the bird. and cooked,
and cooked. until the fowl was not quite edible.
In characteristic good nature Charles gave his •
wife a cook-book for Christmas.
grandfathir Cayce Jones could be called
a "human being'' then
grandson could be
called "human being cum laude,'' for in that
little household with Charles and his wife
and daughter is where real people really live.

Mrs. Allene Lowry. Mrs. Edith
Yates and Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum spent- Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Onia Lowry.
John Bowden of Dukedom has
purchased the Joe McPherson
store. Mr. and Mrs. Bovvden and
son will move to Pilot Oak in the
near future.
Ernest Yates, a patient at the

Pause Now and Then
To Play Refreshed

Fuller-Gilliam Hospital is improving after having his appendix removed.
Mrs. Jack Olive shopped in
Fulton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McPherson
are moving fo Murray where
Mr. McPherson will enter school.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mount of
Dukedom were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Bushart.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Finley
visited Mr. and Mrs. Chester
71::::tally Sunday afternoon.
T?n members of the Pilot Oak
Homemakers Club met January
if'th at the home of Mrs. Fred
Wagroner for their all day meeting. The president Mrs. Pauline
CaiT presided over the business
•L:7•R :ion in the morning. Mrs. Virgil Amett conducted the progr;:m and Mrs. Allene Lowry.
Mrs. Jean Crittendon and Mrs.
Ophelia Cardwell served lunch
at the noon hour. In the afternoon "Construction of Drapes
and Glass Curtain" was the main
subject and demonstrated by
Mrs. Virgil Arnett and Mrs. Everett Carr. The next meeting is
with Mrs Harry Yates. Feb. 15.
Mrs. Carlene Moody Boone of
n was a visitor in Pilot oak
Fult,
Sunday.
M and Mrs. R. S. Gossum
were in Martin Saturday night.
Esquire and Mrs. John Yates
were in Mayfield Thursday.
Jack Olive has returned from
Memphis where he purchased a
bulldozer.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNIREAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Funiaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
1111111111111r

TRACTOR
Equipment

r .2:1INATIONAL
COMBINE
Without Motor
Horse-Dra vn

Mower and Cultivator

• ''TlIZ'N.ME111111:i.,

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)

ICE COLD BEER
By the Caael

By the Bottle
ra"

a

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street
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The Finest of all New Features in the Smartest of all Neu, Cars!
I. THE YEAR'S OUTSTANDING BEAUTY
2. LOWEST PRICED CAR WITH GM HYDRA.MAY1C DRIVE
°atonal at addIttonal cod
3. COMPLETELY NEW BODIES BY FISHER
4. WIDER SEATS—ADDID ROOM

MR SALE
V
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"8" MODEL JOHN DEERE

Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street
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"Gather all around readers if you Want to
machinist.''
hear, The story about a famous
(To the tune of Cayce Jones)
the
The opening verse may be plagirizing
own
ballad made famous by Cayce, Kentucky's
ambiJohn Luther, "Cayce" Jones, but if the
"whiptions of his grandson, sparked by the
whisporwill" of his grandfather's lengendary
have
will
sung
new
whole
a
realized,
tle are
to be written:.
Charles rIady Jones, Jr., is the grandson
Fulton's
in mention 'rid he is a member of
Mr. and
own Illinois Central family. Son of
the
Mrs. Ch-arles Jones of Jackson, Tenn.,
famous
young man is a dead-ringer for his
grandfather. Not only does he possess facial
we
resemblance to the hero of the rails, but
character
that
to
talk
'could
we
if
that
imagine
say, "That
of the million legends, he would
pappy."
boy sure took after his grand
Railroading is a serious business with
borne of
Charles. Its a profession with him
machinery.
love for adventure 'and precision
Ordinarily shy when in a group, his face
trains,
beams with interest when railroads,
is
locomotives or anything in that category
mentioned; then he takes over from there, forabout
getting any inhibitions he may have
crowds. So pronounced is. his love for the
to
roaring engines, that his wife was lead
remark, "there's no blood in his veins, its just
railroads."
But what manner of man is this Charles
Jones, whose own father was a railroader and
a sun ()Lille famous man who was described
by Vice-president Alben Barkley as a "human
being" and loved and respected by all who
knew him. Charles does not live in the reflected glory of his grandfather. In fact, it was
months after he know the charming lady who
later became his wife that she found out that
Cayce Jones was his grandfather, and *at
revelation was made quite by accident. It
seems that while they were together on one
occasion she was humming the chorus to the
song that is ranked as an American classic.
"That song's about my grandfather," he said.
It was hard for her to believe that it was true.
His reticience in making his relationship
known has had its embarrassing aspects, too.
It seems that recently the couple went
calling in the home of one of their close
friends. On arrival they found the lady of the
house in a great state of hilarity and it was
revealed that her amusement v,•as caused by an
article she had just read about "Ma-ma" Jones,
widow of the famous engineer. The story, the
hostess said, was concerned with the strong
beverage tastes of the widow and the hostess
seemed to get a big bang out of relating how
an old lady could do such a thing. It was Mrs.
Jonts %vim was beset with embarrassment for
her hfisband and the hostess, too, but it was
Charles who said, ''that's my grandmother."
His good humor smoothed over the whole incident, but it was-pretty tough sledding there
for R moment.
Charles attended the St. Mary's Parochial
School in Jackson and at one time was coach
of a girl's soft-ball team in that city. An avid

PILOT OAK
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S. WIDE, EASY-ACCESS DOORS

We extend to you and your family a most cordial
invitation to come in and see the great new 1919
Pontiac! Definitely and decidedly, it's the finest,
most beautiful Pontiac we have ever been privileged
to shins. You 1611 admire everything about it: the
flashing smartness of its completely new Bodies
by Fisher—its many new features—its fine performance. Here's a real step forward in the motor ear
world ... one that you should see without delay!
PONTIAC—IblvIslim of Gesieral Motors

6. NEW WIDE-HORIZON

cuennw

WINDSHIELD

7. SAFE-T-NEW DRIVER VIEW
II. NEW DIAL-CLUSTER DASH
9. EXCLUSIVE TRAVELUX RIDE
10. N.W FINGER-TIP STARTER BUTTON ON
INSTRUMENT PANEL
11. NEW HEATING AND V1NTILATINO SYSTIN
12. CARRY-MORE LUGGAGE SPACE
13. NEW LOW-PRESSURE TENS, 15" EINEM
AND WIDER RIMS
14. PONTIAC FAMOUS NIPROVID STEMMER
EIGHT AND SIX CYLINDER MGM=

80 BALES OF
A,k for either way ...both
&ad—marks mean the same thing.

ALFALFA HAY

BOTTLED 4.NDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPASVI SY

FULTON COCA-COLA

BOTTLING CO., MC.
1949. The Coca-Colo ComPRHY

JOE B. WALL
CAYCE, KY.

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and DEPOT STREETS

FULTON, KY.
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HCL Headed For Disaster.
Corn, Hogs Hit New Low

the National Sporting Goods As:40ciaticti convention.
"This is something which'
.muq be regarded as part of the
pruces.s of getting back to nornfal," he snid, adding that manyrecent prire declines represent
merely a return to "normal relationship to the general price
(high
"HCL"
cost
of
figures
living)
may be level."
Those mystic little
headed 'for the junk heap if present price trends continue to fall.
At Kennett-Murray and ,Latta the lowest market price in more
LIONSSLUB
than i year was recorded for hogs with the price hitting 19 and
(Continued trim page one)
one-half cents per pound. This is a cent less than it was last week :innotineing keeps the'show movand in some instances nearly '"
grainsl.ifIg for two of the most enjoy-',
able hours the town has ever
ten cents less per pound than a the following prices for
year ago. Sales this week are delivered in Louisville: No. 2 witnessed.
rather slow the shipping firm re- yellow shelled corn $1.35 ' per
There are dozens of specialivealed, but generally farmers bushels; No. 2 red wheat
ties. Charlotte Wiseman in•song
$2.14:
are moving their stock to the No. 2 white oats 73c to 77c; No. and dance, a chorus of Fulton
shippers for today's price.
2 barley $1.10 to $1.20; No. 2 rye High's cutest cuties, Bones McThough the death of the high $1.64 1-2; No. 2 yellow soybeans Dade in a polka number, Bobby
cost of living is good news to
1-2: No. 2 black soybeans Snow doing Ted Levvis antics in
Mrs. Housewife, who is already $.76 1-2.
a solo number. Its rich and good
noticing the slight decreases in
and you've got to see it.
But then maybe things are
Elsewhere., in. the News is s
the cost of food, the new trends not so
dark as the prices. Sec- complete program of numbers
are not encouraging to the farmretary of the Treasury John W. Read it and if you're not down
er, who has had•the expenses of Snyder hassome rose-colored at the Carr Institute tomorrow
buying high price feed during
glasses. He said today the Unit- waiting for the thing to start,
the summer and spring only to ed
States "continues highly pros- then we'll have to tell you the
have the animals sell for today's
perous" and probably will re- truth abcut the birds and bees
new low in meat priees.
main that way "in the years . . .
whoops We'll leave that to
Meanwhile thete is other bad immediately ahead."
those high-yaller niggers to tell
news from the farmer's stand- .
Business has no-reason to wor- you.
point in that seasonal lows were ry
because of stiffer competition,
We mean the gags ail% strictly
recorded in all corn deliveries Sn 1(.1'
said in a speech befot `- revealing.
at the Board of Trade today.
• Theie were also marked up new
lows for the season in December wheat, deferred oats,
Daily Rates
rye and May and July soybeans
$1.25
and up
At the close, wheat was 3-4 t!
13 cents lower, corn was 2 to
11://en in Fulton, Visit The
! cents lower oats vvere 3-4 r
1 1-4 cents lower, rye was 6
cents lovver, soybeans 5 to 7
cents lower and lard 7 to 2
cents a hundredweight lower.
"FULTON'S FLNEST"
These prices are nearly $1.50 t.
Ne
Denting
System — Newly Remodeled
$1.75 lower than a year
when some grades ef corn wir
FREE PARKING
being sold by the farmer fel
nearly $3.00 bushel.
J. LARKIN, Mgr.
WEEKLY RATES
Louisville feed and flour man
0-00
4 rfacturers report they are pal.
I ing. subject to market chang;

The Woman's Page
PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editt,
'TUESDAY MORNING
MEETING OF WFMS
HELD AT PARSONAGE
The WFMS of the Nazarene
Church met Tuesday morning at
the parsonage with Rev. and
Mrs. J. C. Matthews.
The meeting was opened with
song "Leaning on the Everlastig Arms." Prayer•was by Mrs.
Ruby -Mary Easley and Mrs. Otis
Ruddle. Mrs. O. L. Bruce presided over the business sessionMinutes of the last meeting were
rearl and ripproved bv the secretary. Reports on "The Other
Sheo-' paper were given and
two new subscribers reported.
Dims were collected and the
for
dismissed
meeting was
lunch with prayer by Mrs. Har•
ry Rice.
A lovely pot luck dinner was
served to 15 members and six
visitors.
Following the dinner the afternoon .session opened with a
song "I Know God's Promise Is
True." The devotional was given
by Mrs. Ernest Willey. Mrs. IC.
Matthews- gave the study book
"China Crisis."
The meeting was dismissed to
meet with Mrs. Willey in March.

Friday, Februa
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joy.ed during the evening.
Following the sleigh ride refreshments of hot dogs and hot
chocolate were served at the
which
Woman's Club after
games and songs were enjoyed.
Chaperones for the evening
were Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edwards, Mrs. Joe Hall, Mrs. Fred
Gibson, \Mrs. Van Latta and
Mrs. W. L. Durbin.
Girl Scouts attending were
Carolyn Roberts, Ellen Gifford,
ay Cherry, Jane Hawks, Beverly Hill, Leah McMahon, Sue
Hinkle, Betty Bowden, Mildred
Looney,'Donna Grace Hastings,
Beverly Burgess, Patricia Kencannon, Shirley Homra, Donna
Gale Gerling, Winkie Voegeli,
Peggy Hall, Gale Logan, Diane
Bennett, Kathy Edwards, Jean
Hyland, Donna Pat Bragg, Joan
Latta, Frederica Gibson, Mary
Davis Weaks, Glenda Sue Brown
Frances Bowden, Becky Wiseman, Peggy Cummings, Betty,
Jean Meacham, Ann Linton, Joan
McClanahan and Molly Wiley.

MOORE-FORTNER
VOWS PLEDGED
IN MAYFIELD
Miss Frances Moore, daughter
of Mrs. Will Moore and the late
Mr. Moore of Fulton and Joseph
GIRL SCOUTS HAVE
(Jodie) Fortner, son of MTS.
DELIGHTFUL TIME
In every part of the nation more than 2.200.000 boys and
Russell Moore and Mr. Moore
their adult leaders, will observe Boy Scout Week. Feb. 6th to 12th.
IN SNOW MONDAY
were quietly married Saturday,
narking the 39th anniversary Of the Boy S:outs of America.
Thirty four Girl Scouts had a January 29, at the Church of
The theme of the celebration is "Adventure—that's Scouting!"
delightful time Monday evening Christ in Mayfield with the Rev.
This year the movement is emphasizing the fun and fellowship its
wizen they had a sleigh ride. The Yates officiating. .
members get out of the game of Scouting. More high adventure
The bride wore a royal blue
group went to Terry Norman
tile out-of .doors. Their adventure in citizenship
is planned
endress with white accessories and
hill where sleigh riding was
will Mid Scouts emphasizing civic service activities. emergency
and world Scouting relationships. During Boy
rerviee
tra1ninz
a white rose corsage.
Scout Wels. Scouts. their parents and countless communities
The parents of the couple were
will honor_ihg_ volunteer adult leaders of the nation's 70,000
the only attendants.
Cub Packs, Seoul Troops and Senior Vnits. Above is the official
Mr. and Mrs. Fortner both
ir-ter marking the Scout birthday.
1 mean.
attended South Fulten High
school.
The couple will make their tables of regular members.
MILLER-ROBERTSON
Creomulsion relieves prom ptl y because
Mrs. W. L. Durbin was high NUPTIALS SAID AT
ar
it goes right to the seat of the trouble home in Chicago where Mr.
to help loosen and expel germ laden Fortner is employed.
scorer for the afternoon and METHODIST PARLOR
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
A wedding of interest to their
Mrs. Jonah Bennett received
I raw, tender, inflamed bronchial MRS. CORA FARMER
many friends in Fulton was perLingo prize.
!, mucous membranes.Tell your druggist HOSTESS TO CLUB
Members playing were Mes- formed on Tuesday afternoon at
go sell you a bottle of Creomulaios
dames Gilson Latta, Will Yates, two o'clock when Mrs. Effie Milgrids the understanding you must like TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Jonah Bennett, ler became the bride of Mr. John
Mrs. Cora Farmer was host- Lila Bradley,
:ithe way it quickly allays the cough
' or you are to have your money back. ess to the Tuesday bridge club Charles Wilson and W. L. Dur- Robertson of Somerset, Ky. The
ceremony was performed by
bin.
at her home in Water Valley.
Rev. W. E.- Mischke iti the parOne guest, Mrs. W. H. Edlor of the Methodist church.
; Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
rds, v,,as included in the twc
Fo-r her wedding the bride was
MRS. ABE JOLLEY
dressed in a beige suit with
ENTERTAINS WITH
brown accessories. She was atDESSERT BRIDGE
tended by her sister, Mrs. Eph
Mrs. Abe Jolley was gracious Dawes and Mrs. Hershel Grogan.
hostess to a dessert bridge TuesThe couple left immediately
day afternoon complimenting the after the ceremony for a wedmembers of her bridge club and ding trip to eastern Kentucky
several guests.
after which they will make their
The Valentine motif was car- home in Somerset. Mr. Robert:
ried out in the tallies and dec- son is engaged in construction
orations.
engineering.
Mrs. Ben Evans received high
club prize, Mrs. Daisy Terry,
guest high and Mrs. T. M. Franklin, bridge bingo.
Club members attending were
NEW
Mesdames Evans, Clanton Meacham, L. O. Bradford, L. O. CarARRIVALS
ter, R. C. Pickering, Vester
Freeman, Guy Gingles and A.G.
DEPARTMENT
Baldridge.
Guests were Mesdames Terry,
NEW YORK MUSEUM
J. D. White, C. C. Maxfield, J.L.
OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
Jones, Sr., J. E. Fall, Sr., Gus
Mr. and Mrs, Jack Butler an
Bard, Clint Reeds and T. M. nounce the birth of a son, David
Franklin.
Lynn, born Jan. 29 at Jones
ova
Hospital. '
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ross,
JUNIOR WOMAN'S
Dukedom, are the parents of
CLUB HAS MEET
an eight pound four ounce girl,
TUESDAY NIGHT
Judy Kay, born Jan. 28 at the
The Junior Woman's Club met Haws Hospital.
Monday night at the Woman's
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Carmon
Club building with Mrs. Russell Arlington, Route 1, announce the
MIGHTY INNERSPRING
Johnson Mrs. J. C. Olive, Mrs. borth of a seven tiffund fourteen
the
SPRITON
design of verCharles Browder and Mrs. Guy ounce son, James Tony, born
unique
• Thekeeps them in perfectstienFry hostesses.
coils alignment, assures
February 2 at'ilae Fulton Hossuppon-tical bouyancy and
The feature of the meeting pital.
more
and
life
tific
mattress
was 'come as you are." The atlonger
tendance hasn't been as good as
restful sleep.
TOP
GUILT
It is one of the most beautiful
the officers thought it should be
tufts, no
IT'S GREAT TO BE A SCOUT ... because Scouting develops
PATENTED
STA-RITE luxuriously quilted, no
fastened to
so they went - to each members compensations of this life, that
securely
beSmooth,
is cannot shift or
quilt
to
sincerely
try
can
no
man
•
home and made them come, as
a true sense of brotherhood among boys of all backgrounds;
buttons. The
... mattress is made
innerspring unit
2208826.)
they were to the meeting. Each help another without helping
other
the
lumpy. No (Patent No.
himself.—Shakespeare.
come
beautifully.
member
cooperated
... because it builds all the characteristics that make for adpatented way.
this
Miss Virginia Howard called
heavier parts
ORTHORISTIC CENTER
the
firmness for the need for bed
the
meeting
to
order
and
premirable manhood.
This
Provides eliminating
plalfe,^, ...
Accurate
•
wire
sided over a short business sesbody,
Symbol
of the forms a flexible
Herbert
is
your
sion
after
which
Mrs.
boards.
feel."
WORKMANSHIP
prevents "coil
assurance
Brady, program chairman, pre,
of highest
At Low Cost
sent John Austin, guest speaker,
If there is a boy ip your family who is not a Scout, why not
quality
Watches, Clocks and Time
who made an interesting talk on
and
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate'The Modern Home."
arrange to have him attend the next Troop or Cub meeting
comfort!
The hostesses terved a dessert ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
in your neighborhood?
plate to 31 members and three
ANDREWS
guests, Mrs. Jack Snow, Miss
Armbruster and
Mi.Irtha Jean
Jewelry Com_pany
Miss Rose Stahr.

EARLE HOTEL

1
1

Now To Relieve

SCHOOL FOR I
FARMERS HELI

County Agents Joh'
of Fulton county an
Thompson of Hickm
announce a Dairy Fe
Management School fo
farmers in Fulton ani
counties and the
s
area to be held on Tui
ruary 15, at the Wor
Building in Fulton.
The folloWing topic
discussed by the spec
ed: "Calf and Dairy
ment" by John Foster;
lar Importance of 1
Production" by Harr
"Grading Up Your He
Durwood Olds; "Fee
Breeding of Dairy Cat1
Foster; "The BusineE
Dairy Feeding" by A
"Bangs, Mastitis and
seases" by Dr. Olds.
This meeting will st
a.m. and will be
promptly at 3:30 j
speaker will take Mao!
utes for his subject,
bout ten minutes for
from farmers in atte
•
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Bronchitis

EREOMULSION

SYLC61

AND NO OTHER MATTRESS
HAS BEEN AWARDED THE
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
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WEST /N YOUN6 AMER/CA

Boy Scout Week

SYLCON
ONLY, FEATURES
HAS THESE

February 6-13

,X

GIVE GENEROUSLY TO THE

MON
-.heard of Lillerit
Nothing is as soft
as Steel to sleep PON.

NEETA' MATTRESS
$0950

44§0 off sucoN
DARNELL'S
Box Spring
$49.50

FURNITURE COMPANY ... Fulton
"NEW" STORE
108 Paschall St.

"USED" STORE
429 E. State Line

"City Club"
Mens

Dress Shoes

a
A nice grade dress oxford that is
Popular seller. Sizes 6-12; most
popular widths; brown.

Annual Drive For Funds
Next Wecineaait, qe/Puialut 911%

$8.95
We also have
City Club shoes
in other styles.

Main St
FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP"4Fulton

This message sponsored by
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DIANA BARE
in

EAGLE SQUA:
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LYNN RI
in
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SCHOOL FOR DAIRY
FARMERS HELD HERE

County Agents John B. Watts
of Fulton county and Warren
Thompson of Hickman county
announce a Dairy Feeding and
Management School for the dairy
farmers in Fulton and Hickman
counties and the
surrounding
area to be held on Tuesday, February 15, at the .Wornan's Club
Building in Fulton.
•
The folloWing topics will be
discussed by the specialists.listed: "Calf and Dairy management" by John Foster; "The Dollar Importance of Dairy Milk
Production" by Ilarry Young;
"Grading Up Your Herd" by Dr.
Durwood Olcis; "Feeding and
Breeding of Dairy Cattle" by Mr.
Foster; "The Business Side of
Dairy Feeding" by Mr Young;
"Bangs, Nfastitis and Calf Diseases" by Dr. Olds.
This meeting will start at 9:30
a.m. and will be completed
promptly at 3:30 p.m. Each
speaker will take about 30 minutes for his subject, *wiring about ten minutes for questions
from farmers in atteiftlance.

FULTON
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Double Feature
Us& Visonspi ALL NOV MUSICAL!
cogav sr TECHNICOLOR

I.MYDOG
RUSTY
1

Added Cartoon
SUN. - MON. - TUE.

GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON

ne r ui ton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

Fffmer C°11" Clerk of
Obion County Passes

Cast of Lion's Club Minstrel

ACT I
Services for Jim Hickman,1
former county court clerk of I. The Preacher and the Bear . ...
....Lasses Emerson
Obion County were held at 21 2 That Certain Party
.
Chorus
Sunday afternoon at the Old Re- 3. When You Were Sweet Sixteen
Mose Mitchell
publican Church. The Rev.
' 4. Darktown Poker Club
Bones McDaae
Boston officiated with White- 5. A 'Tree
in the Meadow
Tilly Boy Adams
Ransom
Funeral
Home in 7. For Me and
My Gal
Chorus
charge. He died Friday night at
Caruso Sugg
the Union sCity Clinic. He was 8. Old Fashioned Garden
U.
Give
'Me
A
Little
Kiss
84.
Duet
"Lena Horne" Emerson, Mushfuddle Snow
Mr. Hickman was born on the
10.
Swtet
Georgia Brown
District 12 farm where he had
Sambo Warren
lived all. kis life. He was the 11. Alabama Bound-(Finale, First Act)
Chorus
,on of the late Asa Hickman and
ACT
H
,
Saith Elder Hickman.
I 1. Pray for the Lights to go out
Spider Joe Gregory
Thiity-five years ago he was' 2. Life Gets "Tedjus"
.
....... ... Asbestos Johnson
elec-el County Court clerk of 3. If I had
My Way
'Stinky Pugh
fitt County. He also served a 4.
Chattanooga Choo-Choo
Tilly Boy Adams
term as sheriff. He was a mem5. Stormy Weather
. :Charlotte Wiseman
ber Of the Bethel Baptist church.
His first wife, Mrs. Fannie Nell 6. Somebody Stole my Gal
limbo Jim Jones
7.
Quartette
Number
Hickman, died in 1935 and later
Sugg, Warren, Shields, Andrews
8.
Pretty
Baby
he married Mrs. Mattie Cox.
Girl Chorus
wife; three 9. Say it isn't so
He leaves his
Kingfish Shields
daughters, Mrs. Leona Hamil- 10. Powder Your Face With Sunshine, Mushfuddle Snow
and Chos.
ton, Mrs. 'vie Calhoun and Mrs. 11. Carry Me Back to Old Virginny...
Bulldog McKendree
Dee Calhoun, all of District 12, 12. The Grand Finale-Dixie Melodies
-..Entire Company
Obion County; five sons, Asa
Interlocutor - DR. R. V. PUTNAM
Hickman of Fulton, Vertie Hickman of Aurora, Mo. and Masa.
CHORUS
Lee and Carlton Hickman all Charles "Egghead" Looney
Bobby 'Speddy" Lowe
of Obion County; a stepdaugh- Vernor "Dapper -Dan"
Owens
Tom "Rastus" Reid
ter, Mrs.s-Ruth Elliott tif De- Charles "Dusty
Dan'' Andrews
Hugh "Ruff" Rushton
catur, Ill.; and a stepson, Alnnus john
'Lightning" Daniels
Clifford "King Fish" Shields
Cox of4Syce, Ky. and 26 grandchildrdit aod 22 great grandchil- Jack "Lover Boy" Cooper
Byron "Mose" Mitchell
Bill Muddy River' Ayers
dren.
J. C. "Caruso" Sugg
Russell "Asbestos" Johnson
Robeit 'Mushtuddle" Snow

Town Topics

END MEN
•Bill "Bones" McDade
Allen ''Jimbo Jim" Jones
Brodley "Ltisses". Emerson
Mrs. P E. Sanford who has Charles "Spider Joe" Gregory
,een a outient -it the Fulton J. U. "Bulldog" McKendree
Tilmi.n "Tillie Boy" Adams
Jimmie 'Sainbo" Warren
Hospital has been dismissed.
''Stinky" Pugh
Mrs. Stanley Jones is a paGIRLS CHORUS
tient in the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. S. L. Brown spent Sun- Carman Pigue
Parrish
day with her mother and sis- Ann McDade
Nancy Wilson
ter. Mrs. Jennie Stone and Miss Cissy Mu'phy
Nell Speight
Olma in Paducah, Ky.
Rebecca Hardin
Ann Latta
Dr. and-,Mrs. H. B. Bailey_and
loughter, Katie of Murrav-were
ORCHESTRA
Sz.nday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ell Pitchford
Billy Gregory
Robert Batts
Jennings Kearby
Tel Goodwin
Miss flizabeth Wilkins left Yewell Harrison
Paul Westpheling
Sunday by plane from Memphis Duciley
Meacham
to,Long Beach, Calif., where stie
will be the guest of Mr. and
USHERS
Mrs. J. A. Boaz. Mrs. Boaz is
Barbara Rose Colley
Shirley Houston
the former Almeda Brown.
Mrs. Ernest Forrest has re- Betty Boyd Bennett
Barbara Homra
turned to her home in Memphis Jean Lowe
1 Norma Jane Willey
after a visit to Mrs. C. P. Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton
overall average life of mallard
are spending several days in
drake is 1.56 years and a hen
Memphis.
1.38 years.
Mrs. Ilugh Mac McClellan -and
A few of the luckier mallards
little son, John Scott, left Thurs
may live as long as six or seven
Independence, Mo.,
for
day
years, but this is only two or
where they will join Mr. Mc
three per cent
Clellan and make their home.
Those figures probably will fit
lidrs. Elvis Mnick ant...,Mra
every state and, after reading
Frank Neal left Tuesday for
them, it is easy to see why it is
By JIM MITCHELL
Min m 1. Fla. They will visit othsuch a tough problem keeping
A• points of interest in Florida
As the current hunting season the waferfowl population high.
ind before ieturning home they fades in memories and we sit
will go to Havana. Cuba.
around the living room or sportMr:,. Hugh Alvery has re- goods store and rehash last
Honesty is one part of eloqtin ned to her home in Mayfield year's trips afield, here's some uence. We persuade others by
after a weeks treatment in the figures that will keep the ar- being in earnest ourselves.-HazFulton Hospital.
punt?rliva fires boiligg until lat.
Mrs. Herman Grmines who has another ,season rolls around.
been the guest of Mrs. Ira Little
FrenIc Bellroae, veteran game
has returned to her home in technician who has devoted many
Memphis.
years of his life to the study of
The General Electric
waterfowl, has uncovered some
amazing
facts
about
ducks.
His
NEIGHBORLINESS
studies have been limited to IlOne person I have to make linois, still it is practical to asHAS ALL
gocd: myself, But my duty to sume that the same facts will
THESE
-I rny neighbor is much more-near- apply on all the nation's waterly expressed by saying that I fowl flyways.
FEATURES!
have to make him happy-if I
Mr. Bellrose says that out of
inav.-Robert L. Stevenson.
every 100 mallards alive last
The rich in spirit help the September 1 in Illinois only 45
• pk,.,..oll•
:
,e0o,
poor in one grand brotherhood, will be alive this coming
Sepall having the same Principle, tember 1. Ot .the 55 mallards
oo
• !oh.,
or Father; and blessed is that that will not survive, approxiwooll• •oo••
man who seeth his brother's mately 22 will have fallen be• ?•“"isos
need and supplieth it, seeking fore hunters' guns and 33 will
, his own in another's good. - have died
from natural causes.
• 00``
eof
Mary Baker Eddy.
Hunters kill more mallard
us.)sP'
•
.tb see' \ t.\*`"
0,0
drakes than hens (1.25 per cent
ose
4e0
more) Mr. Bellrose's studies have
NOW ON SALE:
S•• •rof Nypo' .04*disclosed, But natural causes,
tc",°
•e'l 0 \*"
.• • .
mostly on the breeding grounds,
Special issue featuring BOATS
oV
take from .1 to 8 per cent more
o°""
s119-1
'
hens
than
drakes.
00
1
,
.•
OUTBOARD MOTORS ACCESS=
• Trade-mork Reg.
Young mallards
migrating
U. S. Pot. OR.
through Illinois stand a poorer
chance of living another year
ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION
than do the old birds. The average life of a young drake is 1.27 Fulton Hwde & Furn Co
208 Lake Street
years. But if a young drake gets
Phone 1
by the first year he can expect
to live another 1.79 years. The

I
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1
4
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'.ittoon, Musical, Cox News
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FURY...or A
HUNTED MAN •
JOAN FONTAINE
BURT LANCASTER

KISS TO.BLOOD
OFF MT HANDS t"
'artoon‘lusical and Neu.

ORPHEIIM__
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ANDY CLYDE
in

SILENT CONFLICT
Cartoon and Serial
"Je•••sie James Rides Again"
SUNDAY - MONDA1
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Vii 141
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Cartoon and Comedy
TUE. - WED. THUR.
ROBERT STACK
DIANA BAR.RI'MORE
in

EAGLE SQUADRON
plus
LLOYD BRIDGES
LYNN ROBERTS
in

SECRET SERVICE
INVESTIGATOR

ECONOMY Washer
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, LOW-COST ---

114 NTH MAUI OUT
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Warden Whilis Services
Held Sunday at Hickory
Services -.ve..e iield at 2 Sunday afternoon at the Trinity
Methodist Crcurch at Hickory,
Ky., for Warden N. Whitis Sr.,
I.C. transportation
inspector,
who died Friday morning at 2
in the Illinois Central Hospital
in Chicago. The Rev. Mr. Grissom officiated. Burial was under direction of Johnson Brothers Funeral Home of Boaz, Ky.
He was 50.
Mr. Whitis had been employed
by the Illinois Central for the
past 27 years. He was a member
of the Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks and the Masonic Lodge
and of the Methodist church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Annie
Lou Whitis; a son Warden N.
Whitis, Jr., of Fulton; two
daughters, Mrs. Boyd H. Webb
of Memphis and Mrs. David
Carroll Hoskinson of Elizabethtown, Ky.; a brother, W. H.
Whitis of
Greenfield
Tenn.;
three sisters Mrs. J. E. Cregg of
Lone Oak Ky.; Mrs. W. T. Sullivan of Mayfield and Mrs.
Thelma Horning of Paducah,
and two grandchildren.

•-y Collins.
have purchased a new Frigidaire.
Billy Moore of Detroit, Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Murphv
visititv his Parents. Mr. ,and were guest of Mr. and ars. En -\I:s. Tommie Moore.
:nett Fihr.y*Friday evening.
Mrs. Inus Lowry spent Kor.Allene LCHTY "pnd Mrs.
Edith Yates sOnt Friday with day afternoon with, Mrs. Loure
M:s. William Hill in Mayfield Olive.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. John Homeric':
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr. and son moved last Friday to
attended the show in Fulton Fri- their home in Pilot Oak. Mr_
lay night.
Bowden purchased the Joe M."--En
- win Rowland is ill at this Phearson grocery, Writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Critter
Lee Olive has Leen admitted to don of Mayfield spent the meek
the Fulton Hospital for treat- end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Crittendon.
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and
Mrs. Evelyn Melton and SherMrs. Harry Yates shopped in ry spent the weekend with her
Maefield Saturday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harnp
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum Williams.

‘1(_-./ Rah a batton to cook!

County Basketball
Tourney Going-Fine
The Fulton County Basketball
Tournament got off to a fine
start vvhen the "B" teams of
Hickman and Western met Saturday afternoon with Hickman
taking the game by a score of
31 to 17.
The "A" teams of Cayce and
Western also met Saturday afternoon with Cayce winning the
game 58 to 24.
Saturday night the "B" teams
of Cayce and Fulton met in the
Gym at Cayce. Fulton won by a
score of 23 to 19. The "A" teams
of Hickman and Fulton also met
in a thrilling game
Saturday
night with Hickman winning
the
game by a score of 52 to
48.
The finals will be played
at
Cayce Saturday night February
5, with the "B" teams of
Fulton
and Hickman and the "A"
teams
of Cayce and Hickman
meeting
in two exciting games.
Games
start at 7:30.

See General Eiedries exciting, new

"PUSH-BUTTON" RAi
"Speed Cooking" at your finger tips!
Sew, automatic G-I features you liave to
see to believe! Come in todayl
THO oven model

$399.95

PILOT OAK

Mr. and Mrs. R.S. Gossum
boys were guests of Mr. and
and
Mrs. Robert Gossum
Monday
evening.
Saturday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Bushart
were
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mount,
Mr. and
Mrs. Neal Bushart and
cbildren,
Mrs. Allene Lowry and

Other models

$369.95

Don't miss this! The easiest,
era way to cook you ever strnsielli
pushing butoonsl
With General Electric's new "Pushbeaut7. You iiet your ohnico of
Premium Cooker and Tameable '
TWO OVENS! Superfast
throughout. Automatic Ovao Timer
lTl
DONTIN more nem SAMIAMMI
e
them all!
• Wade-Mora ROO. D.& ltot.

MiTe

FULTON HWDE. AND FURN. CO
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE I

FINAL CLEARANCE
100 Per Cent All-Wool

TOPCOATS
In Tan, Gray, Brown, Blue

REGULARLY SELL FROM $32.50 TO $40.00
We couldn't sell these coats at a profit. Maybe we can sell
them at a loss. We made a big mistake in buying them in the
first place. but you will make a bigger mistake not to buy
them now.

Take Your Pick at

'17.95
VERY SPECIAL
MEN'S all-wool COVERT SLACKS, sizes 28-36 Reg. 12.50

'specially for fishermen and hunters
25c a copy

ihromm
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NOW $7.95
41 "
0
Feed one bag of Purina Hog
Chow Supplement with about
11 buslfels of your grain.

PURINA

qOf eirOl4g

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
Custom Seed Cleaning
409 COLLEGE ST.

Custom Grinding alld
PHONE 620

II II III MI II • SI II II IN III II II
•MIN•
II • II II • 111 • IIRN
•111

MEN'S all-wool FLANNEL SLACKS, sizes 28-36, Reg. 10.95

NOW $6.95
CASH ONLY

NO RETURNS

- /Milan
* QUALITY SHOP*
ST. f ULTOrl.KY.
302

main

y
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I

, Mo., after spend' ri- ni alai:, ht-s. Harry L. Bus- Clellan, were included in the- ,y, St. Loui,
ng his semester vacation with
'i•te tables of members.
hart Saturday,' January 29.
Sometimes on our wireless set 1 Aftn the show Oa' little
Jack Carter was high :iis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
l'or the evening and Miss -me's, Sr.
The music's very grand
iuests en,'ayed delightful re.
Billy Homra has returned to
But, oh, io very difficult
freshments at the Owl Drug Charlene Martin was second
Peabody sehool in- Nashville afFor Me to understand,
Store Earli one received 'a fasT
PHONE 926
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.
The hostess served a lovely ter a weekend vtith his parents,
or.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Homra.
Give me instead the laughing/
Nancy received many nice dessert plate.
Hunter Whitesell, Jr., a stuwind
Members playing were Mrs.
gifts.
dent
of Ole Miss in Oxford,
Among the leaves and grasses.
Mesdames Williamson and McDade Hqstesses
Tlie guest list included Susan Joe Treas, Mrs. Fred flomia,
I understand the song he sings and Lynn Bushart, Patsy Fail, Mrs. (lene Poe, Mrs. Clyde WilTo Dessert Bridge Party at Strata Club
To every child that passes.
Eugenia Harris, Betty McDade liams. Jr., Misses Martha Moore,
Andy Vehi.i•er Charlene Mait;n,
and hlary Ann Bennett.
The pepular dessert bridge in ies were also brown. Mrs. Mc- And give me, too, for orchestra,
rine h.Iaty Homra.
the Valentine motif was the en- Dade was attired in a beconi- The Merry thrush and lark,
SUE COLEMAN WEDS
tertainment selected by Mes- ing black crepe creation in tunic For lullaby, the nightingale
JAMES L. HARRIS
a4a_i_tifil St....dames E. E. Williamson arid effect. Her hat was an off-the- Who sings when all is dark.
IN MISSISSIPPI
William McDade to honor their face wide brim. Completing the
Miss Sue Coleman, daughter of
Phones 95-795
Fulton, Ky.
more than forty guests at. the Outfit was a necklace and ear- Let me hear the babbling brook Mr. and %Mrs. William Coleman
Mrs. Jim Hutcherson has reStrata Club last Friday after- ring set of sparkling stones. Af- Where bends the slender reed,
of
the
bride
of Fulton became.
ceived a message front C.W.O.
noon. The party was a gathering ter four progressions, prizes For here is all the music
James Louis Harris, oldest son and Airs. Claude Tkluzzy W110
of Fulton's popular social set were awarded to Mrs. George A little •ohild can need.
Harris
of
Mrs.
Guy
Mr.
and
of
have been living in Tokyo, Jawho formed ten tables of party Doyle for the high score , and
AlcConnell were married Satur- pan the past two years where
Mrs. J. P. Williams for second
contract bridge players.
Charles
Corinth,
Miss.
15
in
Weaks,
day,
Jarm,
-e
Louis
Bushart,
he was stationed with the Army
The club room was made gay high. Other prizes were awardMrs. Harris is a graduate of
Thomas, C. D. Edwards, Bob
\Ow
and festive in the decorations of edto Mrs. Uel Killebrew and White, Paul Westpheling, Frank this year's class at Fulton High that they had landed safely in
San Francisco and would a:cupid's day with huge red and Mrs. Jack Edwards.
Blackstone, Uel and has been a nurse at Haws rive in Fulton Wednesday.
W.
M.
Beadles,
arThe guest list included Meswttite carnations gracefully .
Killebrew, Lawrence Holland, Memorial Hospital for . the past
hIrs. Paul Wilson has returnranged in a low bowl as a cen- -lames W. .1'. Browning, Jack Howard Edwards, Gilson Latta, several years.
ed to her home in Memphis afterpiece for the long table cov- Edwards, Joe Hall, Glenn Dunn,
N. Gifford,
truelting, 'ter a visit to Mrs. Clyde WilL.
Mr.
Harris
is
in
the
Bushart,
.
Glenn
ered with a white linen cloth. Ward Johnson, Ernest Fall, Jr., and Miss Grace Hill.
business.
liams, Jr.
Stunningly attired in afternoon Horton Baird, Hendon Wright,
Mr. and Mrs. Harris will have
Jack Browder has returned to
dresses and handsome suits this Charles Fields, Ward McClellan, BARBARA LYNN ASNEW
a
furnished
apartment
at
the
Vanderbilt University, Nashville
fashionable assemblage made a Fred Gibson, Milton' Calliham, ENGAGED TO IVED
home of Mr. and Mrs. James after- spending the semester vapretty picture seated in the soft Rube McKnight, A. B. Roberts, ROY PENDERGRAFT, JR.
Pruitt in Fulton.
cation with his parents, Mr. and
J. P.- Williams, George Doyle,
candle light of the room.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Askew,
Mrs. Leon Browder.
For this occasion Mrs. Wil- R. V. Putnam, Jr.,. L. O. Brad126 North Friends avenue, Whit- MRS. OMAR HOSTESS
Joe Davis, Jr. returned Wedliamson wore a handsome grey ford, Sara Meacham, Ann Horntier, Calif, have announced the
nesday to Washington Universiwool crepe afternoon dress with beak, Peter Trinca, Russell engagement _of their daughter, TO CLUB THURSDAY
EVENING AT HOME
an eye-catching brown pleated Pitchford J. H. Maddox, Paul
Roy
to
Barbara Lynn Askew
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Jr.,4 en- u.s.P.11.rum-r.."4
•
•
Iatffeta hat. Her other accessor- Boyd, C. II. McDaniel,
pendergraft, Jr., of Madras, tertained
her
bridge
club CHICKS
Oregon.
Thursday night at her home on Stock raised on rleh
S
N
tRIPTIO
made
was
announcement
The
range. 1.::oo.1 Gated.
-41-1—
Pearl Street.
Ala
Sexed strai h
4
1
p,
at a dinner party in the home of
Five guests, Mrs. Paul Wilson , run or' startrfi t
CHICKSq f .
Mr. and Mrs. Les Allison, Whit- of hIetephis, M1ss I-1 .- len Kiriz, :,h,gi`
117(:::`"' "" ,,,-/t , P`'`"'
-Miss Marolyn Shannon. Mra. Ii ENTIMICI
•
• HATCHERY. Att Leoding Breed
WA—Three cbTirse dinner --was jack Carter and Mrs. ii v... ms,_ U. D. Slade. Pres.
327 W. 4th St.. Lealnston.K,
'
.
served t2 friends and relatives.
The engagement was revealed
through the inscription "Barbara
and Roy" on the Chinese favors.
It might not taste good . . .
The bride-to-be lived in Fulbut it's good for you. It's
ton and attended Fulton High
schnol before moving to Caliespecially good for you if prefrom
fornia and graduating
pared by CITY DRUG CO.
r-Whittier Union High school in
Only fresh stocks of approved
1948. She is now attending Calidrugs are used . Our pharrnacists heed your physician's pre13.
01iBLE SIZE
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
fornia Baptist Theological Semscriptions to the last Latin Letter.
inary in Los Angeles. Barbara is
t","
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
the granddaughter of Mrs. R.H.
• DOUBLE VALUE
Wade of Fulton.
graduated
Mr. Pendergraft
C. H. McDANIEL, TONI NIADDOX
school
in
Whittier
High
from
PHONES 70, 428
408 LAKE STREET
1947 and attended the Bible InREG. $2.00
stitute in Los Angeles. At perContract Funeral Horne for, and Member of:
sent time he is employed in
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
Madras, Oregon.
_..-AMIN,
The date of the wedding has
not been announced. •
MUSIC I LIKE

The Woman's Page

hliss
returned to school after spending a short vacation
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter Whitesell.
Miss Margaret Brady of Mayfield -spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brady. Miss Brady had as her
guest, Niss Martha Moody of
Dyersburg, Tenn,
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EVANS DRUG CO.

Town Topics

e„

i
41<,i44,b
" tou,/ fActilt.
CHERAMY
CREAMY

Th sthiysiostuihrue a
sx uknrsnwuseo
srfra.
t.
o:
seayaoanyle
winter problem. Keep

6

or

'HEAP GOOD
MEDICINE'

4, A
-

FIRST NUN
MONDAY

o f
Hatches
each Monday:
also weariesdays starting
Feb. 23.
EARLY CHICKS aTe usually the hest ta!'ers and money makers--Don't wait: nlace vow orders now for early delivery.

FULTON HAICAERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 88

PICKLE-BARHA3I VOWS
PLEDGED IN EVENING
CEREMONY SATURDAY
Mr. and Mrs, Lon Pickle announce the marriage of their
daughter, Imogene, to Clyde
Barham, son of Mrs. H. C. Barham and the late Rev. Barham
of Paris, Tenn.
The marriage was quitely
solemnized Friday, January 28
at 6 o'clock in the parsonage of
Calvery Baptist Church with
the Rev. Charles Lemon officiating.
The attractive bride wore a
double brestel g.sy gabardine
suit with grey and green accessories and a laverler orcl.id
corsage.
Miss Josephine Pickle, sister
,-f the bride. was maid of honor.
Tames GaiTigan of Knoxville
rved as ly-?st man.
:Jr. and Mrs Holmes Paschall
of Kn6xville, Tenn., were the
only guests.
Mrs. Barham is a graduate of
South Fulton High school of the
'.943 class and has been employed for the p-st few years at the
City Naticni I Bank.
Mr. Barham is a graduate of
the Henry, Tenn., High school
the cla- s of 1939. He served
two years in the Pacific during
World War II. He is a graduate
of the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville.
After a short wedding trip
the young couple will be at
home at 210 South 16th street,
Knoxville.
NIISS NANCY BUSHART
CELEBRATES SEVENTH
BIRTHDAY SATURDAY
Little Nancy Bu.shart was honored on her seventh birthday
with a theatre party given. by

BE SURE YOU LOOK RIGHT
'vs so easy to kEep

wardrobe always in top
condition if you tal.Te advantap.:,e of our services. Just as soon as your suits and dresses
need dry• cleaning, send them here. Our improved cleaning process restores freshness and
smartness t.-) ;,70::.r clothes, keeps you always
ready to ,f-go places.' Phone 14.

RISIAN
I anndry & Dry (leaners

PHOS

FOR
RICHER
PASTURES
"-I
ATE

Some Ile 'em

Charles T. Cannon

I
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Union
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Mr. r
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Ford I45 borlopottoor IIIG JOS.
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Ford61
/
2fro- 're P'cl,p.G.V.W.
4,7O0
c.
ittraf,
V-3 or 14.4. Afro Word t,pft
raw axio.

Some like 'em

SMALL
(FOR SMALL LOADS)

rie !lave a Ford To
r r you...whafever you haui
Whatever you haul, wherever you haul it, we've got the
right kind of truck for your work.Fords truck everything!
Here's s4,11.,1 First, each individual Ford Truck can do
more kinds of jobs. That s because it is Bonus Built with
extra strength to give it a wider work range. Second, we
offer over 139 different Ford Truck models. These,

Many pa,tures provide poor
feed for livestock because the
oil lacks phosphorus. Phoshorus-d.ificient soil produces
,easohoras-deficient
f e e d.
Phosphorus-rich soil produces
•etd richer in both phosphorus
and protein—and a bigger,
ingre palatable growth! A
trenerous application of our
FOUR-LEAF Powdered Rock
phosphate will benefit your
pasttlres—and the livestock
;razed on them—for years
ahead! Investigate.
Route 5,
Fulton, Ky.
in- write to . . .
THOMSOk PHOSPHATE
COMPANY
407 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago 5, Ill.

No re
what st
those di
up in a

balm. Prevent chaiiiing.
Non-sticky, delicately
fragrant. les the
perfect hand,face and
body lotion. Big 16 oz.
bottle is available at this
low price for a limited
time only. Get your
supply, today.

Whitnel-Hornbeali
Funeral Home

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Baby Chicks

smooth and supple with

multiplied by scores of chassis options, give a job coverage practically without limit. That's what's back of our
contention that the loading dock hasn't been built which
has strained to a load that Ford Trucks can't pull. Come in
and get the facts from us on wide Ford job coverage.Check
on the scores of exclusive Ford Truck features available
in no other truck built!

BM"'STRONGER TO LAST LONGER
USING LATEST REGISTRATION

DATA ON 5,444,000 TRUCKS,
LIFE INSURANCE EXPERTS PR OVE FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGERI

HUDDLESTON MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

PHONE 42

.
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si lass
Farabough and Martha Luther at mother, Mrs. C. S. Bro•.vn. Mrs. 13:111;11 with Whitneill
doing so little work?"
broke her hip Funeral Home in charge was is
Sunday guests in the home of tended the Ice Follies in Mem- Brown fell and
and is undergoing an operation the church cemetery. lie was 64.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pinegar phis last Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Alexander Wednesday.
Mt%Harrison was born in Mid, were Mr. and Mrs. Hershel MaFor the fmest
Jewell B. was unable to be
nnessee, but had lived
' tlieny, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Har- Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
vegfact
to
the
due
Monday
guestS
wsrl:
at
supper
were
r
and
Alexande
near Fulton practidally all his flowersand
wood and son, Jerry, Mr.
all night with a baby life, Ile belongs to the -Pales- etables, get Your
Mrs. Herman Lee Parks, Mr. of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilker- she sat up
calf.
tine Methodist Cturch and to seeds today at-and Mrs. 011ie Pinegar and Jim- son Saturday night.
A couple of foremen had op the Palestine Community Club.
d Wart, . Mrs. Gladys Allen spent SunMaggie
LaircLan
Mrs.
mie,
d
in
1937
Originate
you
James Russell and Mr. and Mrs. day with her parents, Mr. and new pants Monday. Did
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Cleo
Mrs. Fate Cheatum of Ruthville, make them yourselves fellas ? ?
Ellis Ruddle.
King Harrison; two sons, Jeff
those
just
I
hear
what
Tenn.
From
machinthe
on
waiting
While
Harrison of Union City and
e awfullest thing I've ever and son were the Sunday guests I ist to fix my machine the other
Mr. and Mrs Bill Hampton of from the North were proud of Robert H. Harrison; a daughter,
Phone tfri
East State Line
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams. •
seen
toobject
'snow.
the
the
spent
dark
a
Tenn.,
g,
noticed
Dyersbur
day, I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess ward the front of the building. weekend with Mrs. Hampton's
Miss Leola Mae Harrison, and
a Henry I Siegel sewing
had 4s their weekend •guest, At .first I though some sort of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewy
several brothers, sisters and
machine.
Leonard Harrison
Phone 470 for Job Ptinticur
Miss Martha Ann Gore.
grandchildren.
ws one stitch, misses two,
from a en.- Hogg. They attended the special
escaped
had
animal
haVe to 'cuss the thing • - Mr. and -Mrs Joe -Sellars spent cus train or something, but when services at the Nazerene 'church -Victim of Heart Attack
"If It's -hie v Dotty Has It"
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Orblack and blue. s I looked closer I discovered it given by the Sun Shine Quartet
what
Wesley
bie
Cook.
know
Leonard
for
you
Services
u think
Mrs. Charlie Gill and Carolyn
was Melba Johnson rassling
Mr. and Mrss Ed Cgopman vvith a bundle of corduroy es spent Saturday with Mr. and Harrison prominent farmer, who
it's all about,
and-yrs.
Mr.
with
.
the
Sunday
,
spent
unthreads
at 2.30 Saturday afternoon,
died
e needle
big as she was. She did win out AIrs..Buford Gill and family at
Charles Burgess.
of a heart attack at his home
shuttle pops out, T
the bundle to Martin.
got
and
though
Alat•tha and Wilson Cannon her machine.
ou thread it all up, -life
Mrs. Chester Bryan had a near here, were held Sunday afand daughter, Sandra spent Sunnever seemed duller
and Mrs, M. E. Etheridge hard fall Friday night on the ternoon at the Palestine MethodMr.
•
then you find out you have the day with Aubrey Aldridge.
visited Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Lof- railroad and received painful istist Church.
Laverne and L. S. Grissom ton and family in Calvert City, cuts and bruises.
The Rev. Mr. Boswell and' th
wrong color.
.
Mrs
and
had supper w7ith Mr
Rev. M. R. Council officiated.
Irou change black thread to
Sunday.
chiland
D.
Harrison
E.
Mrs.
Sun.,
Ky
,
Guy Payne of Wingo
old suntan
dren of Water Valley spent
-•
days night,
-rom grey to Texas Blue. By
Mars Nell Page
Mrs. Jewel
with
Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Cook and
the time you've done this
beginning to be a Stennet and attended the afteris
Opal
O. D. had as their supper guests familiar figure in Mayfield. She
several...times the day is
Friday night, Ann Evens, AI- spends at least one day a week noon show.
is nearly through.
WaIter Be11, president of thc
ceon Bazile and Franklin. Ro- there
You control your temper; try
REAL ESTATE and
locai 560, announces a regular
Mrs. Billy Alexannot to cuss,
tind
Mr.
.
7
10 at the
for Chicago.
weekend in Cry- meeting February
C AUCTIONEER
the
You feel someone staring at you Saturday morning
spent
PUBLI
der
Jean Williams and Gene CalAlex- YMBC Hall. All members are
Mrs.
visiting
and there stands Gus.
enn.,
r
.
urged to attend.
terrible time wi'th stal• 'Jarents.
Office Over City National Bank
l .thinit I'll keep on sewing and lis have a
ander's
Mr. and Mrs. Dewy Gill and
their first name. They are both
Monroe* WilkerPhone 61
Airs.
ifirve my money as I do
and
Mr.
during the day
the weekend with his family spent Sunday with Mr.
And now pay close attenion to being called' all
called both son spent
is
one
time
CffY PROPERTY
Caroand
Gill
AND
Mrs.
and
each
Fharlie
FARM
and
you.
telling
I'm
what
near Enon.
we'll have psrents
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
I'm going to buy a strait jacket turn ashund. Guess
. Mr. and Mrs Barney Yates lyn.
Mrs. Fanna Butts left Tuesday
to rename them.
and ride until
honored their daughter Dixie on
attedd the bedside of her
Barbara Roberts spent the her 17th birthday January 30
I come to a town called
s
of smooth leathers
weekend with Bessie Gilbert.
Hopkinsville,
will; a dinner at their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daugher—.Their guests were Mr. and Mrs.
And if I find a factory worker
wonderful values
they're
ty and family spent Sunday in Jessip Butler and •daughter, Susthere
Lynnville visiting Airs. Albis
"I'll know" Henry I. Siegel
,,,. ie Mae. Liicille Holland and
(01D WEATHER NOTE :
caused him to go.
Pittman' Ntra. Danallett Y's mn"'' Will- Russell. They also had as
DRIFTWOOD
er.
their guests in ,the afternoon,
No reflectioh on our employer
Mary :Sleben and Ali. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Canter and
what so ever. It's just one of George T. (Dude, that is) Ed- and three sons, Rex, William
summed
those days we all have
wards vi,ited Mr. and Mrs. and James. .
Murray was treated at Haws
up in a little poem.
Shorty Dunn Sunday in Tipton.! Hospital Monday for a cut he
ville Tenn.
"T" SECTION
Perlie Lee Holifield, cousin of ' received on his fingers while
Carrye Lee Etheridge
Delia Mae Campbell was mar•H using the cutting knives.
New two•tones
in
Sattirday
spent
Gene Callis
Ashworth, Jr., , Duncan tells me the basketmied to Aiark
. . and Gulf Dealers
IVORY with BLUE, RED,
Union City.
Cairo, Ill. on Jan. 24th in Mar- , ball team won two more games
have know-how. You'll
Jirp Perry of Martin spent ion Ark. The courile will make last week. One from Martin and
GREEN or BROWN
!one from Chestnut Glade.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. their home in Cairo, Ill.
get expert free service I
vis'
Ruddle
Gilbert.
Ellis
Mrs.
Mr. and
I Frank
Raymond, when you're trying
New solid coloisMr srid Mrs. W. D. Williams to propose to a girl you should , ited Mrs. Ruddle's parents in
'
I
• GRAY• GREEN
IVORY
Sunday.
Valley
Water
'
tell her how pretty you think
RED • BROWN • BLACK
she is, how much you love her
"B" SECTION
and then ask her to marry you.
you
Martha Luther
You shouldn't ask "can
SERVICE STATION
cook?"
Gerald Ward Wiley of MarMr. and Mrs. Denver Wheat- tin spent Saturday night and
Mayfield Hi-Way
Phone 9193
ley visited Delia Mae Campbell Sunday with Mr. and MrS. MorSunday.
ris Wiley.
Harry Neil Callison, Hickman
Mr. and Mrs. Winfrey Mcand
Mr.
spent the weekend with
Morris and son had as th ir
causing you to suffer from Airs. Wade Ham pton Cox.
Saturday night supper guests,
See Our Windows
Usually when friends meet Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Vaughn, Mr
you?"
are
how
"Hello,
they say
L. H. Tuck and son,
Mrs.
and
-age' But with Gladys and Curtis it's
Does the functional middlet313-52
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Cilfton, Mr.
period peculiar to wr.men
aiwaYs "Hoy can you get hv with. and Mks. Geo. Gardner and
yrs.) make you suffer from hot
Margie.
flushes. feel so nervous. highMiss grancies Jones is givstrung. Irritable, weak? Then DO
ss a Stanley party Friday night
try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
sympsuch
Compound to relieve
t her home on East State Line
this!
toms. It's famous
NIr. and Mrs. Odis Harrison,
Taken resularly--Pi
'smes Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs
Compound help: build up mistienneth Lannom and son, Mr.
ance against such •mdlcIle-age'
and Airs. Geo. Weaver enjoyed
distress. It's what Doctors call a
a delightful chicken supper Friuterine sedative. It positively conDaily
TWO STORES FULL to select from! DAR- on time payments. If your credit is good any,
Oysters
ormIng
And
-f
t
habt
tains no opiates—no
day night with Mr. and Mrs.
helps
Ccmpcund
Pinkham's
drugs.
Jack Underwood and Frances.
NELL HAS IT and at prices you can afford where, it is good at Darnell's.
nature (you know what as' mean).
Pat WilCashon,
Rita
Misses
tonic!
It's also a great stomachic
to pay . .. and you can buy it either cash or
son of Martin and Miss Wanda
Any drugstore.
j Childers spent the weekend with
Phone 1388
4th St.
Z27
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
'Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Yates.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Mrs. Dorthy Stephenson and
Isabell Hall enjoyed a delightful supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Wheeler Tuesday night .at
Attention Farmers:
Water Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Vaughn
and son, Dale of Water Valley
7-Foot "Hotpoint"
were Wednesday evening guests
4-Piece Walnut Veneer
of Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther.
In Sanitary Trucks
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale
surprised their daughter, Mary
Yards
Stock
Katheine, with a lovely birthday
Phone 161 collect, Nee/ Ward
Including large poster bed, cedar-lined chest,
supper Saturday night, Those atFulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.
tending were Mr. and Mrs.
Robe, large-mirrored vanity. Regular price
James Lewis Harris and Glenn
8-Piece Walnut-Finish
Brooks.
$349.50, NOW
Doris
and
Mrs. Lois Roberts
Winfrey spent the weekend at
Dukedom with Mr. and Mrs.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.
Bates Boyars and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sanders and
son, Micheal of Union City spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
"A-B" Apartment-Size
4-Piece Mahogany
Hardy Sanders. Hardy was dismissed from Jones Clinic Sunday and is doing fine.
Mrs. Birdie Garvey spent Friday night with Helen Nall of
With four-poster bed; 18th century style.
Martin.
Regular price $239.50; NOW
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus WilSINGER Treadle-Type
banks, Mr. and Mrs William
Smith and Joan, Mrs. John

00CW/di'

7*(44
HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY

school afvacation
and Mrs.

of Mayend with
Irs. Frank
td as her
Woody of
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GULF BATTERIES
START CARS FAST

POLSGROVE

Are YOU Going Thru

iFCHANGE

slur toe

of LIFE9

HOT FLUSHES?

; JOS
V fol.ev
ov.ave

FUEINITUREI

FRESH

FISH

BELL'S MARKET

HERE ARE A FEW SPECIALS:
USED
NEW

NI

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

BEDROOM SUITE

MAYFIELD RENDERING (0.

•

DINING ROOM SUITE

295.00

••

IN MN

•

BEST GRADE

COAL

CREATED FOR

BEDROOM SUITE

ELECTRIC RANGE

198.50

SEWING MACHINE

150"
69"
895ff

1“E

20% Off On All Heating Stoves
PROMPT DELIVERY
If you want HOUSE FURNISHINGS you do not have to
leave Fulton to buy. If I do not have what you want I will
gladly direct you to my competitor's for it.

34% Grade ROCK PHOSPHATE i
FERTILIZERS
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CITY COAL COMPANY
Telephone 51

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
210 Church

rhono 909

DARNELL'S FURNITURE M.
"New" Store
108 Paschall St.

FULTON

"Used" Store
429 E. State Line
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ROCK SPRINGS

Johnnie Moore Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. F,Imobre Copelen and girls, Mrs. Nora Copelen, Curt Prince and Mr. and
Mrs. Orby Orby Copelen were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
A, E. Green of 'Crutchfield.
'Mrs. Jim Moore of Benton, Ky.
spent Saturdaxj, night and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Pressie
Moore and family.

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentuelu
7
ROUTE THREE
REELERTON
Dresden Can Do It!
mrs. C: E. Williams, Cor.
Those who enjoy:LA a hot dog
Mrs. Cavite Kindred and Mrs. supper with all the trinithings Wonder Why Can't .We?'

Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
Joyce Hardison spent
the
Dresden's City Council has '
Minnie Croft visited Mrs. Bettie• at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
weekend with Martha Kay CopeWilliams Monday.
Winfred McMorries .\ and
son pledged the city to make prolen.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster, Mr. were Mr. and Mrs. George Gard- vision for a three-acre site upon
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanaand Mrs. Johnie Coontz and ner, Miss Magaet Gardner, Mr. which to locate a National
han Mr. and Mrs. Herchel ElMr. and Mrs. Mar:on Jones at- and Mrs. Bennil Clifton, Mr. and Guard building, expenses for
liott and Beverly Mr. and Mrs.
tended the ballgame at Chest- Mrs. j. H. Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. which will be borne by the GovGlenn Howell and son and
ernment. This gives Dresden
L. A. Tuck and Ralph Tuck.
nut Glade 'Tuesday night.
-Clyde Corum were supper guests
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner priority for an armory building
Saturday night of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlie Kindred, Mr. and Mrs.
to cost approximately $200,000,
Percy Veatch.
Parrsh, Mildred Irvan and and Miss Margaret were Sunday
FULTON ROUTE 4 Billie
the State and the Government
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Elliott
Aline Williams attended the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
sharing 50-50, said a cofincil
hIrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor
spent Monday in Fulton visiting
sale at Mrs. Myrtle Temple's Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. McGough visit- spokesman.
relatives.
kilace
near
Chestnut
Glade
WedThe community was saddened
ed Mr and Mrs. Aron hIcGough,
Mr. and Mrs. Fort DiIlion and Thursday night when Clarence nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown Sun- Fite They will return to Degirls and Luther Veatch visited Gill passed away. Services were
Doil Phillips,-Bob Elliott, and day.
•
•
•
trint this week.
held at 2:30 Friday at the White Robert Irvan were in Hickman
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth GardAir.
and Mrs. Winfred McWednesday.
Ransom Funeral Home.
ner of Detroit, Mich.. have been Morries visited
Miss Sup Dean Clail is on
Mr. and Mrs. Ilia Henderson visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. W Claude Presley Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday.
the sick list,
and children visited Mr. and
Miss . Garnette
Brockwell Mrs. Hubert Butler Sunday.
spent Friday with Miss Juanita
Mrs. Alvin Foster is having
Davidson of 605 W State Line. ,new cabinets built in her
kitcsin Fulton.
chen this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
were the weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Foster visit, Mrs. Cruce's parents, O. G.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster a
Clark of Palmersville.
while Sunday night.
Yvonne
Flemings
spent
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler
Tuesday night with Barbara
and Mrs. Oria Forrester were in
Jane Adkins.
I3arbara Jane Adkins. spent Mayfield Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Brann and
•• AA: 4..
Enjoy
Wednesday night with Yvonne
David had supper ' with Mrs.
Flemings.
Faultless Reception
Radie Kingston and Clara Wedr-o•
Eston Cruce is in the Bushart
nesday night. •
w
Hospital with kidney trouble..
Faulty radio reception. may
.
Mr: and Mrs. David AlcCalas• .
Mr. and Mrs. Will Dee Cruce ter and
mean only minor adjustments
•
son visited Mr. and Mr's.
tr.
.
are the proud parents of a baby Guy
are needed. Our experienced
nit !!!'
Kindred Thursday.
V - •..'
2
,...""r?
boy. He will he called Larry
repair men will service your
.:, _-,1:-.0......
•(
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cavender
lOntir•-,0
Dee.
radio at reasonable cost. En-...
IP.... .....ir41.. •
celebrated their 25th wedding '
MAP.
joy faultless radio reception,
lb :
,er. 0...-3,v,„ seft
-,
,4-44".A. ..-4anniversary Thursday. Mrs. Ca•• .
4. - ..
•,.
CHRISTIA-N SCIENCE
again. Call us.
..
liBli- „coit al.
vender received a beautiful set
qr.
. es
re
"Spirit" is the subject of the of silverware.
• •....,
Prompt attention!
Lesson-Sermon which will be
to• "."Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan
• ale
PHONE 4-0-1
read in all Christian Science and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Parrith
churches throughout the world attended the Farm Bureau meetCome in and see the Farmall Cub. Climb onto the spring-cushon Sunday, February 6, 1949.
ing at Dresden Saturday and
ioned seat. Ride_out into the field, flip a tiny lever with
your
The Golden Text is: "What visited
Billie's grandmother,
finger, and down goes the plow' Big slices of soil toll over
and
man knoweth the things of a Mrs. Smith awhile.
you feel like you're sitting on top of the world!
man, save the spirit of man
Mrs. Estell Brown honored her
Here's a chance to really enjoy country life ... have
which is in him? even so the son, David, with a birthday. parcrisp,
vitamin-packed vegetables ... raise profit-making crops ..
things of God knoweth no man, ty Saturday afternoon. Those
„
have a full-time living from part-time farming! That's
but the Spirit of God." (I Cor. present were Larry Cannon,
real
2:11).
Mrs. Aline Williams, and' Kara
living.
Among the citations which Dianne Clemment. Pop corn, ice
And don't forget—whenever you need parts or
service, Tin
cream and cake were served.
always here to help you.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of
Memphis spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams.
:qr. and Mrs. Doil Phillips
celebrated their 14th wedding
anniversary Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples,
314 I% Al
Mrs. C. E. Williams and Kara
r
FULTON
and Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Kindred
attended the ball game at South
Fulton Friday night.
Fine
L. J. Williams of Paducah visited his grandmother, Mrs. Bettie Williams awhile Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Joe King
spent Saturday night and Sunciay with Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Parrish.
Miss Jane Meacham spent the
weekend with her mother, Mrs.
Nancy Meacham.
Marion Thomas Cannon's con, dition remains about the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bardy
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ocie Yates
Sunday.
Mrs. Billie Parrish and Mrs.
Billie Joe King visited Mrs. Ural
Cupples awhile Sunday
We are not going out of business, but we are home of her mother, Mrs.atC.the
E.
Williams.
offering you a chance to save some money.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Usrey and
family visited Mr. and Mrs, Will
Usrey at Martin Sunday.

.

Friday, February 4, 1949

Fridi

•

•

•••••••••+

NALENTINE'S DAY
February 14th
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for a LANE Hope Chest
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MAKE "SOMEBODY" HAPPY TODAY!

•

Sitting on top
of the World

CITY
ElectricCo.

205 Commercial Ave.

AUCTION

kit NAILLING IMPLEMENT NCO.

No 2300

'4995
G•••••••
len* Vol,.
.• eon I

3
Has 1••••'s PI•ler•••••S ovsomalic Pray

As Advertised in
LIFE and LOOK

A LANE Chest—the Perfect Gift for

• BIRTHDAYS
• GRADUATION

• ENGAGEMENTS
• WEDDINGS

• CONFIRMATIONS
• ANNIVERSARIES

Not in years hine we been able
to offer such an outstanding
value. This spacious, big full
48-inch chest comes in theLANE
everpopular waterfall design. with
all of Lane's exclusive
patented
AROMA•TIGHT features. Valuable
moth insurance policy included
with the chest upon applicatio
n. for this new tow price! Come in
today.Seeourcomplete selection ofall
beautiful new Lane models.There's
no more thrilling gift for sweetheart
, tillef. itaart hisr or
mother!

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut St.

Phone 185

Diamonds-Watches-Jewelry
STOCK REDUCTION SALE

TWO SALES DAILY--2 P.M. - 7:30 P.M,

comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"For to be carnally minded is
death; but to be spiritually
minded is life and peace." (Rom.
8:6).
206 MAIN ST.

(FRIENDLy
FINANCING

-4ew

cy

FULTON

COME IN AND JOIN
THE FOLKS WHO'VE FOUND
"ONE PLACE TO PAY"
ADVICE THAT'S SOUND
13a:0X-we

..77••

,(_
4

a

"Its

"'

Mrs. Jack Snow and littlt
daughter, Linda have arrived
from Durham, N. C., to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley. Mr. Snow has transferred
from Duke University to the
University of Kentucky, where
he is taking a pre-medical
course.

TTSB U RG,41
PA I NT'S
because they

+
s

LOOK
4

If you're paying several pInces each
you can
probably cut your payments almost month,
in
half
with a
friendly cash loan to pay them all in
full. Why not
phone or come in today and see exactly
how much
cash we can save you each month?
SAVE MONEY by taking advantage of
alized Financial Service for Families and our PersonIndividuals.
For borrowers or non-borrowers, without
ligation. Phone or come in for complete cost or obinformation.
Next To Graham Furniture Store

Jae/to-tate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
311 WALNUT STREET
FULTON
PHONE 1252

LONGER!

/
:
4
ZVPROOf !
N/LSE palal
•••swip

Choose only the beet qualfty
point for painting your home-there's real economy in using
longer lasting, bettor
looking.
Pittsburgh Paints.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS(O.
210 ( hurt

7

TIER

Phone 909

•Leaders of unions representing railroad engineers and firemen seek to force
railroads to add extra, needless men on
diesel locomotives. This is sheer waste
—a "make-work" program which would
mean fewer improvements and higher
costs—for YOU!
Railroads use modern diesel locomotives because they are one of the means of giving
faster, better service to you.
Two men compose the crew of a diesel.
They occupy a clean, comfortable cab at the
front. The engineer handles the throttle. The
fireman sits and watches the track ahead.
With no coal to shovel, he has practically
nothing else to do.
No Benefit To Yon
Now the leaders of the 13rotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen want
to use the diesel locomotive HIS a means of
forcing a feather-bedding scheme on the railroads. The extra men they propose to add to
the diesel crews are not needed. There lie no
work for them.
The union leaders are fighting among themselves about which union should furnish
these extra, needless men.The Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers have even threatened
a strike. You may not be interested in this dispute of these two unions, but you would be
vitally concerned if these groups succeed in
putting through this feather-bedding scheme,
because it would mean R slowing up of the
improvement program of the railroade—of
which the diesel is the outstanding eymbol.
Ditt t I ereas are among the highest paid

is a cliesel ;t=4'-etz--ite"-tp,/tAir
Leaders of two unions iti
a featherleci .4;4:2-aA°24 .0r. e7
railroad employes—real aristocrate of labor!
Their pay is high by any standard. Grant ing
of these demands, therefore, would mean that
the railroads would be paying out millions in
unearned wages to those in the very highest
pay brackets.
We'd Like To Spend This Money On Yon
You know how much the diesel has meant to
you in increased speed, comfort and convenience. The railroads have many more of them
on order for even greater improvement in
service to you. But needless drairus of money,
such as this present demand of the unions for
needless men on diesels, reduce the ability of
the railroads to spend money on better service for you.
Proud HS the reilroads are of the diesel, it ie
only a email part of their improvement program. Since the War, literally billions of qolLars have been spent on improvement of

tracks and stations, on new passenger and
freight cars, as well as on diesel locomotives,
and on the many other less conepicuoum
tails of -railroading that contribute to deimproved service.
Feather-Bedding Means Less Service To You
Rut brazen feather-bedding schemes like the
one now proposed would, if successful, divert
large SUMS; of money from our present
improvement programs. Even worse, they make
improvements like the diesel worthless, by
making the cost of their operation prohibitive.
These demands are against YOUR intereets
—as well as those of the railroads. They are
schemes to "make work"... Neither you nor
the railroads should be forced to pay such
a
penalty for progrees.
That's why the railroads are aesisting these
"runke work" demande to the last ditch-.-and
why they are telling you about them.
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We are publishing tins and other
advertisements to talk with you
at first hand about matters which are importan
t to everybody.
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(Oraitted Last Week)
MIS. Jess Fields is visiting her
daughter, Mrs, Glynn Bales, in
Nashville.
Mrs. G. A. Thomas is getting'
-•alonn nicely at her home on I
Third street.
A. G. Kann, -general supt., of
equipment out of Chicago was in I
Fulton Sunday and inspected the j
Roundtuaise.
J. H. Wilson, traveling engineer for the Mississippi Dviision
was in Fulton Tuesday on bu:1
ness.
G. A. Thomas was working in
Dyersburg Monday.
Fireman M. L. Crocker has returned to work after being in
the Chicago Hospital.
Mrs Guy Robertson has returned to her home in the Highlands after 'Undergoing a- serious'
operation at the Missouri Hospital 'in St. Louis. She is reported.
to be getting along nicely.
Mrs. Ira Dixon, a patient at
Haw's IloNaital, is reported about the same.
•
Miss Peggy Earle of Vicksburg. Nliss. and formerly of Fulton. is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
. Mae Brady who known to all
. employees of the I. C. as Mae,
the telephone 'operator with a
smile.
Mrs-___W-I-Durbirt- -has- returned to her home in Water
Valley - after attending a board
meeting of the Federation of
Women!s Clubs in Lexington
last week. Mrs. Durbin is governor of the First District.
Robert Furlong returned this
morning to the Veterans Hospital hi Memphis after spending the weekend in Fulton with
his wife and baby. His wife is
the daughter of N1r. and Mrs.
J. L. Belingher.
Mr. anti Mrs. Russell Parton
and son, Donald Joe, spent the
weekend in Memphis xisiting
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Parton.
While there they attended the
Ice Follies.
Mrs. Bob Hyland and children'
Jean. Johnny and Bobby attended the lc*
,
Mrs. R. H. Shreve returned to I
her home in Chicago'Friday afternqpn after a visit with her
mother. Mrs. Rubye Harper and
sister. Ruby is another one of
our smiling telephone operators.
When I refer to our telephorfe
operators ai the girls with .41
smile they are the ones that nev,er talk smart, act like they mind
and in other words theY are always nice regardless how many
times you worry thern a day.
Mrs. Charles Mathis has returned to her home after spending the past few days as the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. E.
C. Kuchson and family and other relatives of Gary Ind.
Mrs. L. B. Newton and daughter, Miss Dorothy Ann, spent
the weekend in Jackson, Tenn.,
with Mr. and Mrs. L. B: Newton
Jr., and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren (Butch)
Nelms of Fulton announce the
marriage of their
daughter,
Gloria, to Leon (Scotty) Stephens of Fulton. The double ring
ceremony was performed at 4
Saturday afternoon in the First
Baptist church parsonage with
the Rev. James G. Heisnec officiating. The couple are spending their honeymoon in St.
Petersburg, Fla. After their return the couple will make their
home at the Smith Apartment
House on Fourth Street.
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World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

teresta
ley are
DU nor
such a

t these
-•-and

• Here's new hearing clarity-with far
more sound intensity than before! And
wholly new hearing comfort--Milliona
can now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzing, no hollow pounds.

N,KY. •••

•
.
s

Cedar Che,sts ar.e Wonderful
Valentines! Select "HERS" Now
and SAVE ONE-THIRD!

Feb.
14
IS
VALENTINE'S
DAY!

ro•
‘
-

Cot free booklet

ed Cedar Chest, waterfall de,,iinat veneer cutside finish, complete with tray and ' $250 t
rant'n
Regular price, 4
30
Our Special Price;
Reduced One-Third:

geft,„„,„,„
FOREMOST ONI-UNIT
MARINO AID

"Goorantood'
1)
,
Good Housolgoeping
..""•••"•"'

O. A. ROLAND
BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.

,

Below. Hearing service
Roy 727, Paducah, Ky.

I in:".•ftlitmitslitilortil tot: .btf
o:
I PRATITERS sod Hop Otoonme
I Dams ---I Address
IRMO.-

4

r

BOUDOIR LAMPS
We have a charming selection
in gaily -decorated glassware, porcelain, and
metal tith
shades that match or contrast.
Itere is a gift,
in good taste, that is sure to
please!

$8.95 TO $11.95 PER PAIR
TABLE LAMPS
A
If perhaps she has boudoir lamps, give her one
of these lovely latnps
for an occasional table
or for her favorite reading chair, Very reasonably priced from . . .
.

'
"2
'
P1/:

Just Received - - - - A
SHIPMENT OF "DOMESTIC"

ELECTRIC
FAMOUS'
FRANKLIN
'

'
FRANKLIN
'

-',:e :•ed cedar chest, waterfall design
• '•••• t eneer outside finish, complete with
folding tray. Regular $59.50 t39
Cpee•ial Price, Reduced One- `P
50
Third:

SEWING MACHNES

Genuine white cedar chest with tray and Cabinet type with foot pedals, speed
control, button
all the trimmings including Free $250 workers hernstitcher
s and all attachments.
Moth Insurance Policy, Reg- Z3295
ular Price $49.50 Special Price,
Walnut Finish
$179.95
Reguced Otte-Third.
Maple Finish
$199.95

24-HOUR
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE

CL SE-OUTS
Ecko, Wearever

We carry a complete stock of parts and tubes
for all makes and models, and we repair all
makes and models-24 Hour Service.

Pressure Cookers

,7
.95

Pickup and Delivery

THE LATEST PHONOGR PH
RECO
1/fRe
1/fAA'

61.0SE OUT!.. ELECTRIC IRONS
TVA Brand, Auto Heat Control; Reg. Price $9.95
$6.95
Carol Brand, Auto Heat Control; Reg. Price $9.69.. $6.95
THESE IRONS ARE GUARANTEED I YEAR

Super-Star Do-All Master

Manning-Bowman Electric

GRILLS

BROILERS

These all-aluminum electric
Grills have electric elements at
top and bottom-for frying or
broiling.
Regular Price $l2.95
$6.45

41111neirrr_}.1.••••.„,Th

,„)

..17)=00'mzmr
./rdrozoiroaaar

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
1. A Little Bird
Told me

amazing Iwo,
D,

z

$3.95 UP

•iii!ilCUS 'FRANKLIN' BRAND

bearing.

or moil enunnn.

1
A "Personal" Gift!

Beltone eets new standard of life!ike
of
wor facto °Venetia. Plain o
FREE
per - no n idotkm. COM!
phone,

2*.
;
'''

9100

119-323 WALNUT bT ••• Sitit.e
.4erdWele.%/it ••• FULTO

Four-Quart Size
All Aluminum'.
Reg. Price $12.95

ter and
aotives,
out; deto im-

l'oa
ike the
divert
nt imrnake
mis, by

ULTON

Chrome finish. Broiler unit in
top; bottom' contains chrome
pan and screen for steaks, etc.
Regular Price $11.95

1.45

6. Lavender Blue
(Dilly, Dilly)
7. Powder Your Face
With Sunshine.

2. Buttons and Bows
3. On A Slow Boat
To China.
. 8. Galway Bay •
4. Far Away Places
9. The Pussycat Song
5. My Darling,
10. I've Got My Love
My Darling
to Keep Me Warm

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal
Storage
Hassock -Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records),

Cabinets

Page 10
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TEEII-AGE TITLER
'NAV^

by the

C.4?)

''Walkie-Talkie
"
Oh boy, I will let you in on
a secret: C.R, is going to be
dropped and I mean cold too, because L.M. is wild about ft, E.
and all he is waiting on is for
Ti. E. to say she will go with his
regularly%
-

Delicious

BARBECUE

B V..
fairly
h(•::tt
%%Oh 1).!,:c• vol. her love
with B.C.
I Calling all girls be' s:cire ancl
ti H. has a new henrt throb, , go by to see J.N. as her heart
throb has just wrote her he is
.i.H.
J.F. is doing a lot tif worrying sailing far across the seas so
she wants to be true, and 'she
over T.M.
said she knew she would get
is now married .to a lonesome and we don't want her
A.M.H. of McConnell but still to get so lonesome that she
intended to finish school, smart would forget him. So let's regirl.
member to go. back and say
"hi."
S.O.S. Flash Help. help, help
T. H. is now going back to
callinEI all gii.ls: someone please South Fulton, so pal I'm sorry.
reseue J.A.E.: he is going mad if
t knew you should have been
Ile doesn't fall in love again, so stmlying instead of courting so
moch.. as I knew the first thing
anyone knew you wouldn't get`
to see her at all.
T.F.G. is also going to South
Fulton. and believe tne you A.M.
is really sad about it.
S.M. is still wild about J.E. at
the Little Breezy.
Can't B.O. do any better than
:le is? I think he•could go with
someone his own age or else
someone younger in place of
someone older.

HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS
CURB SERVICE

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
RAY HUNTER, Owner

Mrs.-Johnny Lancaster tettdlittle daughter, Nancy May have
returned to their home in Dyersburg Tenn., after a visit to
her mother, Mrs. S. L, Btown.

PERSONALS

"Yes, the cost of living is really coming down. At A. & P. many prices are lower than they
were a year ago. You'll alwys find low prices at A. & P. because it has long been our policy
to reduce retails promptly as the costs come down."

OLEOMARGARINE
25'
POTATOES
Iona
Big
46
oz.
Can
IMMO JUICE
19'
10 Lb
' 59'
Bag
Evap
2 Tall 25'
WHITEHOUSE MILK
Cans
GRAPEFRUIT
Fine Granulated
in lb. 89'
SUGAR
"bag
8 Lb. '19c
Bag
Iona Tender
No. 2 Can
PEAS
10'
White
No. 2
ORANGES
CORN
10'
Cream Sty:9
Can
253 2 Doz. 39(
A. & P.
No. 2''2 Can
SMIERXRAIFf
10' Size
Lg. Pkg.
RINSO, DUI OR SUPER SUDS
31'
APPLES
Sunnyfield
25
Lb.
3
Lbs. 35c
$1.49
FLOUR
Bag
58 lb. can $7.89
4 lh. ctn. 75c
LARD (FRESH PUIstE)
ONIONS
Langs Whole
39c
Qt. Jar
SWEET PICKLES
59 ,rit'; $1.79
N.B.C. Premium
1-Lb 23c
t
;
CRACKERS
Box
Campbells
10'2 oz can
TOMATO SOUP
SLICED BACON
Big 46 oz can 19(
iiRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Lb. 49(
Cheese Food
2 Lb. 79'
111D-O-BIT
Loaf
BEEF ROAST
Iona
No. 21 '2 can
11CMINY
10'
Lb. 49(
Good Quality
2
14 oz
:ATSUP
Bois. 25'
3 Lb. Bag $1.15
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
PORK ROAST
LB. 35('
A. & P.
2 15-oz 79C
SEEDLESS RAISINS
Pkgs.
Sure Good
(White)

1-Lb
Ctn.

U.S. No. I Maine

Marsh Seedless

Juicy Florida

Rome Beauty

U.S. No. 1

lbs. 25c - 10 lbs. 39c

All Good

Sleille1111111.1111•11111•111111INIMI1

Any ('huck Cut

•1111111111111111

Rib End 1,ion

SUNSWEET PRUNES
pkg.
ZION COOKIES Ch ocolate Chip 1-1b. pkg.
KINGSFORD CORN STARCH 1-lb box
MAZOL OIL (pt. bot 38c)
Qt. Bot.
Junket Hr.ind Pudding

A blend of candy ,chocolate

Danish Dessert

M & M Confections

Libbys Baby Food

'
3 4
29(
Jars

oi
Pkg.

27'

Snowdrift
SHORTENING

3 Lb. eat
Can 77
LB. CAN
39e

39c
49c
12c.

•1111111111./OVIIINOIND

Fresh Lean

GROUND BEEF
Lb.

45c

73c

A&P Self Service
VITAMIN ENRICHED

KEYKO MARGARINE
35c

FOR FRYING, BAKING
AND TABLE USE

To Own Your
Own Store

Western

LO ER FOOD P ICES

labels for brush comb
offer

WINTER CLEARANCE

You can becottae one of the 21011
Mrs. R. L. crorkett of Jackson, dealers now owning Western
was the weekend guest of Mrs. lAuto Associate Stores . . . successful retailers of auto supplies,
J. L. Crockett.
bicycles, radios, sporting goods.
Mr. and Mrs Bonnie Cum- electrical appliances,-ette.
mings of Dukectom enjoyed their Good Locations available.
experience
required-wc
anniversary No
Silver Wedding
train you.
January 28th.
Mirumum cash investment -of
Rev. J. C. Matthews is attend- $6500.00 necessary.
ing the Board of Trustees of Tre- See, phone or write us for furthwecca College in Nashville this er information.
week.

PROVE YOU C.r.01 COUNT ON A&P FOR

JIVP

ROBERTS STORE

.1.1.'TO GLASS installed Fulton
S. H. Collier of Martin, v
Paint and Glass CO.,
210
elested pregident of the WeakChurch.
ley County Farm Bureau Saturday at Dresden in the first
quarterly meeting of the year. WOOD FOR SALE: Large tree
tops. Miss Mattie Vincent, East
William Hunt of Cottage Grove
State Line; Dukedom Telewas named vice president. Elecphone system.
tion of a secretary was left open
to the Board bf Directors.
IF
YOU ARE interested in obIn the absence of Commissiontaining •a long-term loan ein
er of Agriculture Ed Jones, guest
your farm at 4%5, interest,
spetiker, Matt Jennings, represee me. W. H. Honer, 411 Third
enting the State Department of
street, Fulton, Ky.
Agriculture. gave a talk. Judge
Cayeo Pentecost dtliverecl an ad'lour Oppo;:tunity
dress olter the luncheon.

VAI UES LIKE THESE

urrent Raspberry
Flavor..
pkg 1

CLASSIFIED ADS

;

-We ser-uo-it-all-day Ion;
. for
breakfast, lunch. suPPer and for
after-the-show snacks.

Opposite O.K. Laundry

eakley Fai•m Bureau
Names New President

Friday, February 4, 1949

Auto

I Group N'ationally-Advertised
TR151 TRED, $5.95 and Slit Values now
One group TRIM TRED Dress Shoes,
Values $6.95, 87.95, 88.95. 89.95 Now

Supply

Wholesale Division
Addrcss! 4116 N. Union Blvd
St. I odis. Missouri
Pilo: GOODFELLOW 9100, St.
Lcuis m- write. . . .
13. L. Chronister. Box 535,
Union City, Tenn.
INSTRUCTION, MALE
EXCELLENT EARNING
0!'
PORTUNITTES
in
AU •
EODY AND FENDER
including
welding, sprd ,
painting and metal work.
to learn now in your sp..
time. Chance for a good Joh
of your own. We'll show you
how. Here's .one of the most
profitable branches of the big
Auto business. Get the facts.
Write
today.
Auto-Crafts
Training Box 105 c-o Fulton
News.
FOR SALE: 7-foot Hotpo, '
electric
refrigerator; used.
Singer treadle sewing machine, used. Darnell Furniture
Company, 103 Paschall street.
Fulton. Ky.
SALE' 3-roi in house with
bath. on one acre of land between Fulton and '
-linton: on
gn.vel road 100 yards off highway. Eiectric lights. runnins
water, school bus route. Call
I104-M, Fulton.

Heni•:.
''r:r With
Army in Far East
Recently arr'••'- • 'r! Japan to
serve with the
qtates
Army in the occupation, Recruit ,
Henry Hicks, formerly of Route
1 Fultcn, has been assigned to
duty with the Eighth Cavalry
Regiment, of the First Cavalry
Divisfon.
Recruit Hicks new duties will
consist of security guard. patrolling and eeneral occupational requirements in the•densely populated Tokyo-Yokohama area.
Enlisting for military service
in Juno 19,18. Re'ruit Hicks retr,2ining at Fort
Knox,
_

DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Miss Joyce Taylor
Dips. Tennie House who has
been ill is slowly improving.
Charles Jones and Miss Geraldine Rickman were Thursday
night guests of Mr. and Mrs.' T.
Rickman.
Erwin Rowland is sick with
flu. We wish for him a speedy
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French '
and Jerry visited MITT...and Mrs.
T. C. House Friday:Billy Moore of Ditroit
, iting his parents, Kr. and.....411rs
Tommie Moore and James Earl
this week.
Sunday and Sunday night
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. ,
House were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Finley and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wray.
O. F. Marion and Joyce Tay ,r also Jane and Sue Owen ati-nded the ballgame at CU bd
V,'„gdnesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Rowland
and Allie of Lone Oak were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Erwin
Rowland and Loudoro Sunday.
Mrs. Wilma Williams visited
her parents,' Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House Saturday.
Marion Taylor, Junior Casey
'Ind Bobby Baker attended the
show in Fulton Saturday night.

Keep Smiling

PHILLIPS'
Chiropractic Office
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate
MICRO-DYNAMErER
X-RAY
1.22 Lake St.
Phone 1525
Fulton, Ky.

STAR BRAND ALL-LEATHER
WOMEN'S SHOES
3.95
4.95
4.95

1

Nationally-Advertiped TRI51 TRED
•
SANDALS, S6.95 Values, Now
-BROKEN LOTS; ODD SIZES-

---DRESSES--One group, re.gulrly S12.98
One group, regularly S9:93
One S'oecial grou? reduced to
-Fruit of the Loom Dresses

NOW, $6.98
NOW S5.98
S3.98
NOW $1.98

One group Women's and children's WOOL
MITTENS, Regularly priced 98c to $1.29
NOW 29c

1

WOMENS SPRING COATS SUITS
These are left-overs; formerly pric95 .441`195
ed at $24.95.
(Short lengths) #
PANTIES
rhildren's rayon.
elastic top; regular 49c Now
19c
Women's rayon
elastic tdp; regu'arty 79c No 39c

PAJAMAS
, cotton
knit;
all
sizes;
Regular .`!3.19 values, NOW

$1.98

SNUGGIES
c% °num',
cotton
99e salues
49c
CHILDREN'S cotton flannell Sleep
els, regularly $1.29
NOW 49c

BLANKETS

•
LOOMCREST, nationally-advertised, 10(r,
virgin wool (single), 72x84; satin binding.
Regularly $12.98, now
$9.98
GOLDEN SEAL Indian design single blankets; 72x84, Regularly $6.98; now
$1.98
TWIN-TEX single blankets, 72x84;
wool, 25-' cotton, Reg. $9.98, now
$4.98

MENS' WEAR
E&W DI;LSS SHIRTS, from our regular
stocks; regularly $3.95, now
$2.95
MEN'S DRESS PANTS; wool and rayon and
all-wools from our regular stocks; Regularly
$7.98 and $9.95
now$4.95
MEN'S SWEATERS, regularly $3.98, $4.98,
Now 98c and $1.98
LEATHER *COATS, regularly 15.95 __ $12.95
, LEATHER COATS, reg. $16.50___ now $9.98
Regular Navy-Type all-wool double-breasted
short coats; regularly $14.98
now $7.93
ALL WOOL MACKINAWS (coat style) reg.
$10.98, $12.98 and $18.98
now $7.98
__WOOL, LEAHER-TRIMMED JACKETS,
regularly $12.98 and $14.98, now___
__$7.98

MENS ELASTI-GLASS RAINCOATS
Nationally advertised! Reg.
$9.95 values
. won't crack
or stick. Small, med.; large.

4•95

BOY'S WEAR
BOYS SWEATERS; regularly $2.98 and
$3.98, novv
9.9c,$/-98
TOM SAWYER CORDUROY PANTS, regularly $5.95 and $6.95; now
$1.95
E & W long sleeve flannel SPORT SHIRTS;
regularly $2.98, now
$1.98
1 Group boys all-wool ZIPPER JACKETS;
regularly $7.98; now
$1.98

ROERTSSTORE
422 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

1

